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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
One of the most crucial economic problems existing 
in the world today is the low st andard o f  living faced by 
the l e s s  developed countries (LDC ' s )  of the world.o In 
recent years much attention has been focused o n  this prob­
lem. An intensive examination of the problem of economic 
deve lopment has re sulted in a long list of factors and 
conditions as we l l  as obstacles and prerequi sites surround­
ing the problem of development and growth. Economic develop­
ment , howeve r ,  i s  no simple task; it involves a complex· 
combination of various factors that must be individually 
applied t o  the specific situations of the respective LDC ' s .  
In addition , no single cause or cure for the problem of 
underdevelopment exi s t s .  Numerous theories postula�ing 
necessary prerequisites for the occurrence of economic 
development have been popularized in the recent p as t .  Such 
theories have stressed the importance of capital , entrepre­
neurship , technical knowledge , natural re source s ,  and other 
similar factor s .  It cannot be di sputed that these theories 
have provided v�luable insights into the problems faced by 
the LDC ' s .  It  i s  the purpose of this study t o  examine one 
facet among the many in development theory , namely whether 
1 
2 
or not the foreign economic sector and its consequent 
provision of foreign exchange contribute significantly to 
an LDC ' s  economic growt h .  Although the process o f  economic 
growth inevitably involves such factors as import substitu-
tion , savings� investment, and technological knowledge , the 
present inquiry concentrates on problems of exports and 
foreign exchange rather than that of import s , saving , and 
investment. Howeve r ,  ignoring such aspects of the develop-
ment process does not negate the importance of these �actors ; 
rathe r ,  di scus s i o n  of such variables would be inappropr.iate 
to the present st�dy. 
Ih theory, several obstacles to the achievement 
of rapid and stable develop�ent and growth for the under-
" 
deve loped countries have be�n recogni zed. .  A lack of foreign 
exchange by the underdeveloped countries has traditionally 
been viewed as one of these obs t ac l e s  to sustained develop-
ment and growth . .  Foreign exchange is regarded as crucial 
to the over-all economic we l l -being and. growth of the l e s s  
developed · countrie s .  A nation's foreign exchange i s· the 
means by which imported goods are acquired internationally •. 
Thu s ,  it i s  generally believed that a lack of foreign 
exchange would constrain the level of imports and subse-
quent ly serve as a deterrent to both capital formation 
( �nvestment ) and increases in the gross national product 
(�NP )� Instab i l ities and fluctuations in domestic activity 
of the less developed countries are believed to fol low from 
3 
i n st abi lities: and fluctuations in foreign e xchange receipts 
This r e l ationship is almost universally accepted in develop-
ment theoryJ. Thus, a general c o nsensus exists that short­
term foreign e xc h ange instabili ty is a very serious matter 
1 for the ave rage underdeve loped country. 
The purpose of this study is to e xamine the rela� 
t i onship between foreign exchange availabi l ity and the 
over-all economic growth of a particular selection.of under-
deve loped countries. The study is meant to provide an 
empirical examination of the be l i e f  that short-term f luc-
tuations i n  the LDC ' s foreign e xchange earnings gene rate 
dome stic instab i l i t y  and reductions i n  the leve l s  of invest-
ment ( w i th a conse quent loss of we l fareJ. and complicate 
the task of deve lopment p l anning. The effect of annual 
changes in foreign e xchange receipts on cert ain indicators 
of economic development ( specifically GNF and gross fixed 
capital formation) w i l l  be examined. The hypothesis to 
be tested is that a lack of avai lable foreign e xchange tends 
to constrain the level of economic activity and growth in 
the underdeveloped countries. 2 Specifical l y ,  fore ign ex� 
change obtained by the LDC's through expor t s ,  public cap-
i t al inflow ( primarily foreign aid ) ,  and private capital 
1Thi s  viewpoint is subst antiated by 
in Factors in Economic Development ( London :  
1962), PPo 213-215. 
A .  K. C airncross 
A l l e n  & Unwin , 
2Benton F� Masse ll, Scott R. Pearso n ,  and James B. 
Fitch, "Foreign Exchange and Economic Development:� An 
Empirical Study of Selected Latin American Countrie s , "  
The Review of Economic5 & Statistics, LIV (May , 1972), 208. 
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inf low will be examined to determine the effect of exchange 
earnings on the LDC's domestic economic development .  Gross 
national product and gross fixed . capital formation ( invest-
ment or GFC ) wi l l  be the indicators of economic development 
u s e d  in the study . Furthermore , the various sources of 
foreign exchange will be examined individu a l l y  to determine 
their relative impacts upon growth and development for the 
various LDC's . 
although the theoretical and a priori reasons for 
expecting a strong relationship between exchange availa-
bi lity and the ov�r-al l domestic e conomic development of 
the LDC's have been estab lished, few s ystematic empirical 
studies of this rel ationship have been conducte d .  Two 
previous studies dealing with the relationship between 
foreign exchange avai lability and economic growth , howeve r ,  
de serve special recognition.. These studies published by 
Alasdair MacBean (1966) and Benton F .  Masse l l ,  Scott R .  
Pearson , and Jame s B. Fitch (1972) examine the relation-
ship between foreign exchange and economic growt h ,  but 
produce �onflicting results. 3 
This paper w i l l  attempt to partia l l y  f i l l  the 
existing gap in available research by providing an empirical 
study of the relationship in certain . LDC ' s  between foreign 
3 These studie s w i l l  be examined in- Chapter II of 
this study , '�he Literature of Development and Exchange 
Availability" Csee infr a ,  p p .  15-18 and 22-24.) 
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exchange avai lability on the one hand and growth and 
development on the other. It w i l l  serve to analyze h i s­
torical trends and relationships . and use them as a basis 
for substantiating or questioning current beliefs about 
the relationship between foreign exchange avai lab i l ity and 
economic growth within the LDC.'s . Furthermore, an attempt 
wil l be made to reconcile the differing conc lusions pro­
duced by the studie s of MacBean and Massell . F inally, 
because of .the study's importance in determining the . 
effects of foreign exchange fluctuations on the develop­
ment of LDC!s , policy implications might we l l  fol low from 
the relationships which are found to exist. 
This study i s  arranged: in the following manner­
First , the empirical and theoretical background for the 
study w i l l  be presented followed by a brief survey o f  the 
related literature . Secondly, a d e scription of the empirical 
work done here w i l l  be presentedo The conc lusions reached 
in the empirical study wi l l  then be analyzed and p l ac e d  
in perspective , both within the li terature and within 
contemporary development theory.. Finally, significant 
conclusions of the entire study wi l l  be drawn and further 
res�arch topics will be suggested� 
CHAPTER II 
THE LITERATURE OF DEVELOPMENT 
AND EXCHANGE AVAILABILITY 
The fol lowing section will be concerned with previous 
studies in the field of economic development , specifically 
those which examine the relationship between deve lopment 
and foreign exchange availability ( o r  some component source 
of foreign exchange availabi lity ) .  The relative hi storical 
position and contribution of this study will then be examined 
within the context and peripective of the relevant l i terature . 
Before undertaking a review of literature dealing 
with re lated empirical studie s ,  it is desirable to present 
the basic theoretical arguments behind the belief that 
l imitations in foreign exchange tend· to constrain both 
the domestic economy of a les� develo�d country and i t s  
ability to deve l op and grow. Subsequentl y ,  a review of 
related empirical studies wi l l  be undertaken. 
Prima Facie Bas i s  
It i s  generally accepted that instab i l ity in the 
sources of foreign exchange as we l l  as a lack of foreign 
exchange by the underdeveloped countries inflict serious 
damage upon the domestic economies of most underdeve loped 
6 
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nati ons.  4 f 1uctuations in foreign exchange receipts are 
' 
believed to cause fluctuations in the dome stic economies 
of the underdeve loped countries•/. Few empirical studies 
._./ 
of thi s  relationship have been conducted. Inste ad , theory 
surrounding the relationship has been obtained through 
theoretical reasoning , i • .  e . , casual empiricism and logical 
deduction and has not been adequately sub s t antiated by 
systematic empirical inve stigation� What , then , is the 
e s t ab l i shed theoretical basis for expecting - the dome s t i c  
economies of t h e  LDC's to be damaged b y  a lack of available 
foreign exchange'? . 
First, it is generally assumed that t he less de-
velope.d countries tend t o  produce and export primary pro-
duc t s .) Moreove r ,  they tend to sp ecialize exclusively in 
the production of a very few primary c4:>mmoditie s .  I.t i s  
also accepted· that the price s o f  primary products vary more 
sharply from year t o  year than do the prices of mo st indus-
t r i al product s .  This i s  thought to occur because o f  severa: 
factors, princi pally because .of low price e l asticities 
accompanied by uncontro l l'e d· variabiiity in the demand and 
supply ·for primary commoditi e s .  Consequently, special-
ization in a sma l l  range of primary commodities for the 
export market , variabi lity in supply i!lild demand ,  low price 
e l asticity, and marketing concentration tend toward a high 
4This viewpoint i s  substantiated by Benjamin Higgins 
in Economic Deve l o pment ( New York : w. W. Norton & Company, 
Inc., 1959), PPo· 454-458. 
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degree of export instability in the average LDC .. 5 In 
add'i ti on, c�.nsiderable variation in capital inf lows to 
the LDC's is recognized ,  mainly - because of political and 
social circumstances peculiar to the individual country. 
-'"'? Therefore , variations or instab i l ity in total foreign ex- , 
change are !recognized to occur more often in less developef 
countries �an in the more economic a l ly advanced one s .  
____ J 
Le s s  developed countri�s are generally described 
as foreign-trade-oriente d ;  the rat i o  of exports to total 
production ( GNP) _iE; ...z:1_o_f!!!9'1-1Y qui 1::<:: . .. .0.i:_g!')_ . i:!�d indicates the 
great quanti ta ti ve import�0c� _ _gf _ ;f.Q£e:!-_9 - .n .. _:!:E.�-��- .. !=9._�--�l)C '  � • 
.An underdeveloped .c.ou�-!.-s---re-1-iance on fore.i.g-A trade indi-
cates why natiqn.al income g_r GN_P.' in the LDC' s shou.l_Q_P._e 
so sensitirve-to va r:.i-atiG-As in exp,o.r...t._.p...r.oce.e. ds. ( as a com-
ponent of foreign exchange). Basic economic reasoning die-
tates that changes in exports would have direct impacts 
on the income of th� exporters within the LDC ' s . Reper-
cussions would then follow from the change in consumption 
and investment expenditures o� the exporters affected by 
the initial change in exports. Mu ltiplier effects. would 
come into operation and amplify the initial effect on national 
income caused by the change in consumption and investment. 
In additiDn to the effects of changes in export s ,  changes 
i� capital inflows are bel ieved to affect the level of 
5 Alasdair r • .  Mac Bean , Export Instabi lity and Economic 
Development ( C ambridge: Harvard University Pre s s , 1966), 
p .  26  .. 
9 
investment and consumptio n ,  and through the mu ltiplier 
to affect national income even more . 6 Thu s ,  not only i s
-1 
national income thought to be affected. by foreign exchange' 
earning s ,  but investment or gro s s  fixed capital formation 
is a l so affected by foreign exchange earning s .  Assuming 
that nece ssities account for the l argest part of an LDC's 
imports ,  any change in foreign exchange earnings would tetj::i 
' ' 
to  affect the LDC ' s  capacity to import nec e s s ary commodit�esF 
S�nce LDC ' s  import large quantitie s of needed capital-good 
for development , a change in foreign exchange earnings 
would likely affect capital-goods imports or imports of 
raw materials by the LDC's .  Imported c�pital accounts 
for a large part of domestic inves tment (or gros s  fixed 
capital formation). Therefore , investment and subsequent 
development in the LDC ' s  are sensitive to changes in 
ability to pay for capital-goods imports. 
Any underdeveloped country needs foreign exchange , 
not only for its development program, but a l s o  for 
the raw materials and equipment ne�essary to maintain 
production in existing enterprises and to provide 
certain e s senti a l  consumers' goods. 7 
-
Foreign exchange i s  nec e s s ary in order to import 
capital-goods for development because frhe LDC ' s  are unabl 
to produce for themselves a l l  the raw naterials anct · c apit 1 
equipment nece s s ary for their own economic development . 
6 Ibi d .  , p ·• . 2 6 • 
7Benjamin Higgin s ,  Economic Development ( New York : 
w. W. Norton & Company , Inc . , 1 9 5 9 ) ,  p. 6 2 5 .  
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Thus, it i s  ordinarily believed that foreign exchange plays 
a s trategic role in the LDC's in determining national income 
(GNP), capital formation ( inves tment), and over-all economic 
development • 
. A few economists have disagreed with the orthodox 
theoretical explanation of the relationship between foreign 
exchange and development in the LDC'_s. Among these is 
Albert o. Hirschman who argues that �roJth of industr y 
/ .  may be stimulated more by fluctuations than b y  stable . / 
foreig
.
n exchange proceeds. 8 In act/it�on, Joseph Coppock 
and Alasdair MacBe�n have publided empirical research 
which di sputes the orthodo� ehlanation of foreign exchange 
· availability and its conse�nces. However, the more orth­
odox theoretical explan�on. (as presented above)' is not 
/ 
limited in acceptance,/ It is, in fact, widely accepted 
I 
as evidenced from �{s
.
support by many noted
. 
economists 
and internationa/organizations.9 Thus, widely accepted 
economic th�indicates that the.economies of LDC's suffer 
from a lack of foreign exchang.e and s evere foreign exchange 
fluctuations .  
8 Albert o •. Hirschman , The Strategy of Economic 
Development (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1958), 
p. 1 73 . 
9see, eogo, Benjamin Higgins, Economic Development, 
pp. 454-458; Gerald M .  Meier and Robert g_ Baldwin, Economic 
Development (New York: John Wiley & Sons , Inc., 1966), 
pp. 310-314, 3 2 9 -3 3 0;. and United Nations , Instability in 
Export Markets of Underdeveloped Countries (New York : United' 
�ations Publications , 1952)1 pp. 1-7. 
11 
United Nations' Studies 
Several studies dealing with development and insta-
bility in foreign exchange earnings have been undertaken 
-,- --··· ·--... ·· . -··-·--· ·- - � ·--- ... . ... _ .. .... -
�X_.�
h�-���e�--��-�-�-=-:�>The principal United Nations'·- study· land its published results, Instability in Export Markets 
of Underdeveloped Countries (1952) is not directly comparable 
f 
to the study now being presented·, but nonetheless sheds 
light on the subject of development and foreign exchange 
avail'abilityo The purpose of the United Nations' study 
�was to investigate the ability of underdeveloped countries 
to obtain foreign exchange, as well as to examine the causes 
of instability in the export markets of certain specific 
underdeveloped countrieso �he UN report is based on find­
:ings relating to eighteen important primary commodities 
which represent the major exports of selected LDC's • . 
Forty-seven case studies usually of the period from 1901 
to 1950 were included in the study. The study measured \prices, export volume, and export receipts with respect 
:to year-to-year, cyclical, and long-term fluctuations, 
as well as variations within the period of a year. Con-
centration was, however, primarily on year-to-year and 
cyclical fluctuations. The study found marked fluctuations 
in proceeds of exports from 1901 to 1950 both on a cyclical 
and year-to-year basis. Pr�ctically all countries and 
commodities showed a substantial degree of instability. 
The major factor in the instability of export proceeds 
12 
was fluctuations in the volume of exports rather than 
fluctuations in the price of exports. It was found that 
average year-to-year fluctuations in price averaged about 
14· per cent, cyclical fluctuations in price averaged about 
27 per cent (with the duration of the cycle being four 
years). The cyclical factor accounted for 13 per cent 
of annual fluctuation in price. Thusi the c yclical factor 
was found to be the most important 7'ausal force in price 
, 
instability. Long-term price changes arnounted to between 
4 per cent and 5 per cent a year1while fluctuations within 
I 
the period of a year averaged �out 27 per cent. On the . I 
other hand, average year-to-ylar fluctuations in volume 
' I 
of exports were between 18 p}r cent and 19 per cent a year, 
thus exceeding that of pri</e . Total cyclical movements 
I for volume of exports wer�, however, similar to those of 
I 
i 
price as were changes i� export volume due to long-term 
factors.10 / 
I 
.. ' 
It was found that year-to-year fluctuations in 
total export proceed
_,$ from eighteen primary commodities 
averaged 23 per cent between 1901 and 1950, and cyclical 
I 
fluctuations avera,ged 37 per cent with an average cycle 
I . 
of four years. Tfiere appeared to be a correlation in rank 
of different commodities in respect to their year-to-year, 
cyclical, and long-term fluctuations in pr�ce, volume, 
10united Nations, Instability in Export Markets 
of Underdeveloped Countries (New York:�United Nations 
Publications, 1952), p. 5. 
i 
13 . 
1 1  and total export proceeds. 
It was also found that changes in price and in 
quantity of exports had a destabilizing effect on one 
anothe r .  Both price and quantity ins tability contributed 
to total instability in export proceeds. Thus , neither 
price stabilization alone nor volume stabi lization alone , 
at the existing levels of quantity and price instability , 
would have been great enough to re s u l t  in substantial 
stabilization of total export proceeds. 
In addition t o the examination of the re lative 
effects of price and quantity on export proceeds , an 
analysis of the movements of capital and invi sible earnings 
was made . It was found that recei p t s  from capital move-
ments and invisible earnings did not compensate for insta-
bility in export proceeds . Generally, receipts from cap-
i t a l  inflows and invisible earnings were relatively small. 
In fact , from 1 946-50 net capital inflow for inves tment 
was negative for most of the underdeveloped countries 
examined. In addi tion, receipts from capital inflow and 
/ 
invisible earnings were more unstable than receipts from 
export procee����-�rd�vel�ped countries relied a� 
exclus�ye-ly �n for�ign exchange earnings from exports ;td 
___ ... .....--
' , .. ,.. ...... 
�he'ir capacity to import . 
-----------------------
1 1 Ibid . ,  p .  6 .  
1 2Ibi d . , p .  72. 
14 
Thu s ,  major instabilities in all component s of 
foreign exchange earnings ( export proceeds , capital inf low s ,  
and invisible earnings� were found for the majority of 
�DC's .  Also the interaction and interrelation of fluctua­
tions in pric e ,  volume, and proceeds of exports provided 
that neither price stabilization nor volume stabili zation 
alone would cure the problem of instabi lities in export 
proceeds. 
Coppock's Study 
Joseph Coppock's 1 9 6 2  study on international 
economic· instability presented certain relevant facts about 
the existence o f  international economic instability since 
World War II and subsequently attempted to explain this 
instability through statistical analyses. Furthermore , 
Coppock made general policy propo s a l s  for dealing with 
international economic instabi lity. In his study , Coppock 
introduced empirical research which cast doubt on the 
orthodox explanation of export instability. Through 
. mu ltiple regression analysis, he found that commodity 
concentration of exports had little effect on the stability 
of export s o  Coppock· also calculated instabi lity indices· 
for total value of world trade in p rimary commodit i e s  and 
manufactures from 1948-58 . He found manufactures t o  be 
more unstable than primary product s .  However , in a finer 
division of goods, Coppock found that some classes of 
primary goods were more unstable and some were l e s s  unstable 
I 
15 
than manufactures. He further found that capital goods 
were relatively unstable while food and agricultural raw 
materials were relatively stable • .  Finally, geographic 
concentration for the destination o f  exports was found 
to have low correlation to export instability. Thus, 
Coppock' s empirical results disputed orthodox economic 
theory as to the causes of instability in export proceeds. 
MacBean' s Study 
One of the most comprehensive studies on foreign 
/exchange and export instability to date is that of Alasdair 
{ j Mac Bean (l966).,., His study is an empirical analysis of 
I 
\ the causes and consequences of export fluctuations. The 
i 
! relationship between export earnings and over-all economic ( growth of the LoC•s was investigated by examining the 
:relationship between gross domestic product ( GDP} and export 
I 
learnings for a sample of eleven LDC.'s for the period 1950-60. 
--· 
A comparison was also made between capital goods imports and 
exports. Finally, certain policy measures were examined 
in light of the findings of the study. 
Several propositions about the causes and effects 
of export instability. within the LDC's were examined and 
tested by a combination of regression analyses for' various 
13 groups of countries and time-series analyses. From both 
13The results were sometimes presented in regression 
or correlation coefficients and sometirmes in tabular com­
parison or direction of strength of changes in one variable 
compared to another. 
1 6  
simple and multiple regression analyses in examining com-
modi ty concentration, . geographic concentration, and P.ro-
portion of exports which were primary products, it wa s 
determined that the actual difference between the average 
level of instability in underdeveloped countries' export 
proceeds and those of developed countries was rather small. 
Additionally, a comparison of instability for export pro-
ceeds, prices, . and quantities found that fluctuations in 
export proceeds of the individual LDC's were primarily 
caused by fluctuations in the quantities of goods exported 
and not their pri�es. This finding agreed with the results 
o f  the 1952 study conducted by the United Nations. 
comparing data for sixty-four countries indi-
the ratio of trade to income, it was found that there ' 
was or no significant difference between developed 
and underdeveloped countries in the relative quantitative 
·:importance of t_E_?.�� .. to their tot;:p.l �cori.omies. Thus, the ' 
,_ 
contention that the less developed countries are more highly 
trade oriented than the more advanced ones seems to . be 
unfounded. Regression analyses on both cross-sectional 
and time-series data for eleven LDC's for the period 1950-60 
indicated that there existed no significant relationship 
between fluctuations in export proceeds and fluctuations 
in domestic income, investment, and price levels. Imports, 
however, were fou�d to have a significant positive relation 
to exports. Therefore, data and results from this study 
17 
lead one to believe that short-term instability of . export 
earnings in the LDC's present no significant adverse con-
sequences for their domestic economies or prospects for 
growth. 14 This is not to say that short-term export in-
stability ha·s not lessened the ability of some LDC' s to 
achieve high rates of economic growth, but that underde-
veloped countries in general are not deterred from achiev-
ing growth because of export fluctuations. 
The study has not established that fluctuations 
in export earnings do no damage. to underdeveloped 
countries, but it has shown that the contrary view 
of grave internal troubles arising inevitably from 
export instability is not upheld by examination of 
the only readily obtainable evidence .15 
This lack of relationship between domestic variables and 
export fluctuations was explained by the existence of a 
relatively low value of the foreign trade multiplier in 
most LDC's and by the pattern of distributed lags in re-
actions to an initial change in exporter's incomes. 
These conclusions were supported by detailed case 
sEUdies of five countries--Uganda, Ta�anyika, Puerto Rico, 
Chile, and Pakistan. The conclusions are important and 
contain certain policy implications. If short-term export 
fluctuations do not cause serious damage to most under-
developed countries' economies, the benefits of stabilization 
policies to the economies of the underdeveloped countries 
14 MacBean, Export Instability and Economic Develop-
ment , p. 3 3 9 • 
15 . 3 Ibid. , ·p. 41. 
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may be small. If this proves to be true, resources spent 
on stabilization policies may be better employed elsewhere. 
Because MacBean's study is unorthodox in its conclusion 
that export instability within the LDC's generally does 
not adversely affect the domestic economy of the less developed 
nations, his conclusions. and policy proposals obviously 
need closer scrutiny. 
Cohen's Study 
/ 
.. _ ... ,.. ..... ·�. Benjamin I. Cohen, formerly associated with the 
( Agency for International Development (AID} and now at 
I 
I 
i 
Harvard University, conducted a study in 1968 dealing with 
; the relative effects of foreign capital and larger export 
earnings on economic development within the less developed 
countries. His study examined both the theoretical argume ts - ---- - ., . ...... . . . .. . . . ·- - .. . . � 
of the relative effects of larger exports and foreign cap-
ital and ��ca�__E_�search_:-neasuri� these rel-- .. -- . 
\ a ti ve effects. In recent years, much attention has been / \___ · -----� 
-given by governments, international organizations, and 
economists to the role of larger export earnings in the 
economic development of the LDC's. This emphasis origi-
nated for two principal reasons. First, since the average 
annual rate of growth of real GNP in the LDC's has been 
lower than hoped by many people, a series of panaceas to 
achieve significant growth and develoµrnent ·have emerged. 
Among these is the importance of increasing export earnings 
for the LDC's. Secondly, increasing ihe flow of public 
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capital to the LDC' s is seen as a more difficult under-
taking and often beyond the control of the less developed 
countries. �hus, emphasis was often laid on the importance 
of increasing export earnings, and Coh�n' s study attempted 
to determine if the emphasis on increasing export earnings 
was well-founded. 
�· Cohen's empirical study made use 0£ cross-sect.ional / data for various underdeveloped countries for two different 
. time periods: 
l 1955-60 and 1960-65. Tdie study involved 
regression analysis and examined the efffects of net foreign 
investment (defined as cumulative total imports minus cumu-
i la ti ve total exports) and the growth of exports on the 
I growth in GNP. The growth in GNP was assumed to depend 
on both the growth of exports and the level of foreign 
investment. Cohen found that both la�er exports and 
larger foreign capital inflows tended to· contribute to 
increases in total GNP. In addition to the over-all effect, 
it was found that the regression coefficients for extra 
exports was larger than for f.oreign imve.stment in both time 
periods indicating that an extra doll@r of exports contri-
buted as much (or more) as did an extra. dollar of foreign 
investment to the increase in GNP. 16 Thus, · a significant 
relationship between foreign investment and increases in 
export earnings in the LDC's on the one hand and growth '-----
16Benjamin I. Cohen, "Relative Effects of Foreign 
Capital and Larger Exports on Economic Development, " 
The Review of Economics and Statistics, L (�ay, 1968), 283. 
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in GNP of the LDC's on the other was found to exist. 
----------- . 1 ' s --·- Maize s tudy 
A 1968 study by Alfred_Maizels investigated the 
heoretical and empirical relationships between exports 
and economic growth of a particular selection �f develop-
/ing countries, namely those which were members of the Over­
j seas Sterling Area. Furthermore, the study projected· ex-
' 
:ports from the Overseas Sterling Area and their implications 
for e�onomic growth for 1975 by use of a macro�economic 
model linking exports and net capital flows with economic 
growth through a capital-output model. Projections were 
made for both individual c ommodities and individual coun-
tries by using a simple aggregative macro-economic model 
of the interrelationships between the foreign trade and 
domestic sectors of the LDC' s economies. The model dis-
tinguished between two gaps, namely the trade gap· {the 
difference between imports and exports of goods and ser-
vices) and the savings gap (the difference between invest-
ment and domestic savings) and· assumed the larger gap to 
be the effective constraint on economic growth. Maizels' 
a pr�ori assumption that the trade gap was the larger of 
the two gaps provided that the effective constraint on 
growth was the foreign trade sector of the economy. 17 
re MaizelA, Exports and Economic Growth of 
Developing Countries (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 1968), p. 8. 
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Maizels also examined the relationship between 
GDP and foreign exchange availability (export earnings 
and net capital inflows) for sel�cted Sterling Area econ­
omies. Regression analysis for eighteen Sterling Area 
countries from 1950-63 found that GDP �as more highly 
correlated with export earnings alone than with total 
foreign exchange availability. Also, a significant re­
lationship betwe�n foreign exchange availability and fixed 
capital investment was found. 18 However, a systematic 
comparison of the varying effects of the individual sources 
of foreign exchange was not attempted by Maizels. 
Massell's Studies 
The problem of international economic instability 
was examined in two studies conducted by Benton F. Massell. 
The earlier study (1970) dealt with the problem of export 
instability. It examined the relationship between insta­
bility in export proceeds and a set of variables that 
characterize a country's economic structure. The study 
examined export receipts of fifty-five countries for the 
period 1950-66. Thirty-six less developed countries and 
nineteen developed countri�s (DC's) were included in �he 
sample. Regression analysis of cross-sectional data was 
used to explain intercountry differences in export insta­
pili ty in terms of nine structural variables. The nine 
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expl anatory variables included in the mode l were: commod-
ity concentration, geographic concent ration, specialization 
on food, speciali zation on raw materi als, export market 
share, domestic consumption of exported goods, size of the 
export sector, per capita income, and a dummy variable to 
disti nguish between developed and less developed countries. 
It was found that geographic concentration, per cap�ta in-
come, export market share, specializatio� i n  raw materi als, 
and domestic consumption of exported goods had no st atis-
tically signi f i c ant impact as an expl anatory variable for 
export instab i l i t¥• Specialization of food and commodity 
concentration had the greatest impact as an e xp l anatory 
variable for export instab i l i t y .  The variab les, however, 
t e nded to offset one anothe r .  LDC ' s  tended to experience 
greater instab i lity because of their greater product con-
c e ntration but less instab i lity becau se of their. heavier 
dependence on food. The study also suggested . that LDC ' s  
19 experienced greater i n stabil ity than DC's. On the other 
hand , the effect of the size of the e xport sector on export 
instability was not f u l l y  exp l ained by the model devised 
i n  the study . 
Masse l l ' s  later study (1972) was done i n  corrobor-
ation with Scott R. Pearson and James B. Fitch and served 
as the primary basis for the present study. It examined 
19 Benton F. Masse l l ,  "Export Instab i lity and Econ-
omic Structure," The Ame rican Economic Revie w ,  LX ( Septembe r ,  
1970)' 628. 
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the impact of annual changes in fore ign exchange receipts 
on three indicators of economic devel opment : impor t s ,  
investment , and gross national product. The individual 
impact of the three components of foreign exchange avail-
abi lity ( e xports of goods and services, public capital 
inflow ,  and private capital inf l ow) including both current 
and l agged values of the explanatory variables were exam-
ined by pooling both cross-sectional and time-series datao 
Masse l l  hypothesized that the level of economic activity 
i n  an LDC is limited by foreign exchan�e availability and 
t h at yarious sourc�s of foreign exchang;e· may differ in 
th . . t t h  1 1 f . t. .·t 20 eir impac s on e eve o ec onomic aici:. i vi y. 
Massell found that foreign exchaun:ge receipts h ad 
sig nificant short-run effects on imports� i nvestment, and 
gross national product .  All compone nts o,f foreign e xchange 
receipts except lagged public capital ii.m;flow were found 
to have a signific ant impact .on the l e vel of imports. 
For the investment regression, only la�q�d and current 
private capital were a significant infl�ence . In t he GNP 
regre ssion, both current exports and cuunrent private cap-
ital i nf l ow were f ound t o  make an imporii:ant contribution 
to GNP. The resu l t s  thus i ndicate that the three types 
of foreign exch ange receipts differ in tt:he timing and 
20 Benton F •. Masse l l ,  Scott R .  !Dearson, and James 
B. Fitc h ,  "Fore ign Exchange and Econom:ii.c· Deve lopment: 
An Empirical Study of Selected Latin Anerican Countrie s , "  
The Review of Economics and Statistics" LIV ( May, 1972), 
2090 
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magnitude of their effects. In terms of over-all impact, 
private capital inflow had the greatest effect on all three 
indicators of economic developmen�. Public foreign capital 
resulted in a smaller net increase in imports and invest-
ment and had no effect on GNP. Export receipts were less 
effective than capital inflows in stimulating imports and 
had only a small impact on investment. Exports had a greater 
effect on GNP than did public capital inflow but less than 
private capital inflow. It was also found that foreign 
exchange had a larger effect on the domestic economy of 
the LDC's in the first year rather than the second year 
. . 21 lagged relation. In fact, second year effects were often 
insignificant. Thus, it was found that instability in 
foreign exchange availability had an important effect on 
the domestic economies of the LDC's and that the sources 
of foreign exchange availability differed in their impacts 
on the process of economic development. 
Summary of Related Studies 
The present study is patterned primarily after the 
studies of Massell and MacBean. This study is not concerned 
with the causes of foreign exchange instability, per se, 
but concentrates instead on the consequences of foreign 
exchange availability to the LDC's. 
21Ibid. , p. 212. 
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Of the seven empirical studies discussed above , 
the ones conducted by the UN, Joseph Coppock , Alasdair 
MacBean , and Benton F. Mas s e l l  inve s tigated the c au s e s  of 
international instabilities for various developed and under­
deve loped countri e s .  Although these studies do · not directly 
correspond to the study undertaken here , they provide nec­
e s sary background information and shed l�ght on the sub j ect 
of instabilities deriving from international trade. 
The studies presented by Alfred Maize l s ,  Benj amin 
Cohen, Alasdair MacBean, and Benton F. Massell, Scott R. 
Pearson ,  and Jame s _ B. Fitch concentrated on the consequences 
or effects of international instabilities for the l ess 
developed countrie s .  Alasdair MacBean inve s t igated only 
export instability and found that instability in export 
proceeds did not inevitably lead to dome stic troub l e s .  
Genera l l y , export instability had no sig-nificant- adverse·· 
consequences on the domestic economies �r growth pro spects 
of selected LDt ' s .  In his study, Benj�Tiin Cohen dealt 
with the effects of foreign c apita l  and larger export earn­
ings on the economic development of certain LDc • ·s . He 
found that both larger exports and larg:r foreign capital 
inflows contributed significantly t o  increases in total 
GNP . This indicates the existence o f  a significant re la­
tionship between foreign investment and export earnings . 
on the one hand and GNP on the othe r .  Alf red Mai ze l s  exam­
ined the relationship between GDP and !otal f oreign exchange 
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avai labi l i t y .  His study revealed that export earnings 
alone were more highly correlated with GDP than was t o t a l  
foreign exchange avai l ab i l i t y .  However ,  a significant 
re l ationship between foreign exchange avai lability and 
fixed capital investment as well as GDP was found to e x i s t .  
Finally, in their examination o f  foreign exchange avail-
ability and economic deve lopment , Mas se l l ,  Pearson, and 
Fitch showed that foreign exchange earnings did� indeed ,  
have significant effects on import s , investment , and GNP . 
When the components of foreign exchange avai lability were 
broken down , all e.xcept lagged public capital inflow were 
found to contribute to increases in import s .  However ,  only 
lagged and current private capital inf lows contributed to 
increases in investment , and only current exports and current 
private capital inflow added to increases in GNP. Therefore , 
Mas s e l l ,  Pearson, and Fitch ' s  study revealed the existence 
of a significant relationship between foreign exchange 
availability and economic development within the LDC ' s . 
Three of these studies agree that foreign exchange and 
economic development are related and that a lack of foreign 
exchange constrains economic activity within the LDC.' s .  
However ,  one study indicates that f luctuations in export 
earnings ( as the largest component of total foreign exchange ) 
do not adversely affect the dome stic economies of se lected 
LDC ' s .  
The above seven studies indicate the level and 
scope of research performed on the problem of ins tabi l i t i e s  
... 
' 
' 
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deriving from international trade ( both instability in total 
foreign exchange and in exports alone ) .  The scope of exist­
ing research in this area of developme� is not extensive. 
�tudies are limited in both time period and countries in­
cluded in the analyseso This, of course, is partially 
due to a lack of available data for the LDC's. But, even 
those countries and years for which data are available 
have not been fully investigated., Furthermore ,  studies 
which have been conducted in this area of development_ have 
produced conflicting results. This can be attributed, at 
least in part, to �ifferences in measu�s of instability, 
sources of dat a ,  and countries and years inve s t i g a t e d .  
This study, however, hopes to provide a partial bridge in 
the gap of existing research and to contribute to the exist­
ing s tudies by providing an empirical i nvestigation of more 
recent data. 
CHAPTER III 
THE EMPIRICAL STUDY 
In a study of the consequences of fluctuations 
in foreign exchange earnings on the domestic economic 
activity of the LDC's , it is helpful to supplement casual 
empiricism and logical deduction with an actual empirical 
examination of the problem. With such a study, it must 
be noted .that limitations upon available statistical data 
for the less developed countries exist and thus create 
some doubt as to the reliability of the statistics. 22 
Consequently, the studies based upon such data are subject 
to certain re servations . This fact must be noted when 
using such statistics so that one does not become over-
confident of the conse quent empirical re sults. 
The present empirical study examines the effect 
of annual changes in foreign exchange receipts on two 
indicators of dome stic economic activity and development 
for selected le s s  developed countries .  Multiple linear 
regression analysis is used in the study with statistical 
data from sixteen le s s  developed countries being regre ssed. 
22Limitations of economic statistics are discu ssed 
in Oskar Morgenstern's On the Accuracy of Economic Obser­
vations (Princeton : Princeton University Press, 19 6 3 } ;  
see, e . g. , chapters two, three, and five. 
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The analysis differs from earlier studies by examining the 
individual effects of .three sources of foreign exchange 
availability on the domestic activity of individual LDC' s ,  
by . increasing the sample of observations under study, .and 
by examining a time series and a cross-section of countries 
both individua l l y  as well as in the aggregate. 
The hypothesis under consideration is that foreign 
exchange availability affects the over-all level of economic 
activity within the LDC's and that different sources o f  
foreign exchange may differ in their effects on the domestic 
economy of the co�ntry. To test this hypothesis, the effect 
of changes in foreign e xchange on investment and gross 
national product is examined. Furthermore, the sources 
of foreign exchange receipts are divided into three class-
ifications : ( 1 )  exports, ( 2) net private capital inflow, 
and (3 ) net public capital· inflow. 2 3  It i s  believed that 
investment and gross national product as the dependent 
variables are individually affected by the three independent 
variables--exports, net publia capital inflow, and net 
private capital inflow. 
The sample consisting of sixteen Latin American, 
Central American, and Asian countries was chosen on the 
basis of those underdeveloped countries included i n  the 
previous itudies of MacBean (19 66 )  and Massell (1972 ) .  
The samples included in these two individual studies were 
23Massel l ,  Pearson, and Fitch; "Foreign Exchange 
and Economic Development, " p .  2 0 9 .  
.J 
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consolidated , and exclusion of multiple and overlapping 
countries from both studies as wel l  as further delimita­
tions because of data avai l ab i l i ty resulted in a total 
cross-sectional sample of sixteen countrie s .  The sample 
consisted of Argent i n a ,  Brazil , Ceylon , Colombia ,  C o s t a  
R i c a ,  Cypru s ,  Ecuador , E l  Salvador , Guatemal a ,  Hondura s ,  
Mexico , Nicaragu a ,  Panama , �eru , Uruguay , and Venezue l a .  
These countries were originally chosen for inclusion i n  
the studies because of data avai labil ity and because of 
the large percentage of their foreign trade sectors to 
the total nationa� product s .  The countries chosen posse s sed 
high ratios of trade to GNP and thus were likely to be 
sensitive to short-term changes in foreign exchange earn­
i ng s .  Although limited to a particular group of countri e s , 
the general application and methods of anal y s i s  could be 
extended to other LDC ' s . 
In order to confine the statistical analysis to 
manageable proportions and to keep the study within the 
scope of avai lable resource s ,  . the countries and yea�s under 
study were naturally limite d. Depending upon the avai l ­
ability o f  balance o f  payme nts data within the above sample 
of countrie s ,  the time series for the sample varied from 
a low of e l even years in Cyprus ( f or the current year 
regression and consequently ten years for the lagged re­
g re s s ion) to a high of twenty years in Cost a Ric a ,  Ecuador , 
Mexico ,  Peru , and Venezue l a  ( for the current year regression 
and consequently nineteen years for the lagged regre ss i o n ) .  
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N o  data before 1 9 5 0  were included and data for most coun-
24 tries went up to 19 71 ._ 
The relevant variab l e s  included in the study are 
annual changes in Y ,  gross national produc t ;  annual changes 
in I ,  investment as indicated by annual gross fixed capital 
formation; annual changes in x ,  exports of goods and service s ;  
annual changes i n  G , net public foreign capital inflow , i . e . , 
the net change i n official and banking long-term and short-
term liabi lities and assets including official capital and 
g o l d  and al location of SDR ' s  as well as official donations 
on transfer paymen�s account ; annual changes in P ,  net 
private foreign capital i nf low , i . e . , net private donations 
· On transfer account , net changes in private long-term and 
s hort-term liabi l i t i e s  and asset s ,  net changes in private 
capital , and net errors and omi s s ions . The three expl an-
atory variables--exports , public capital inflow ,  and private 
capital inflow--were defined so that their sum was equal 
to total foreign exch ange earnings in the aggregate for 
each country at any given time. This information was 
taken from the source of the International Financial 
Statistic s ,  1970/ 71 Supplement . 
The regre ssion equations for e ach country and each 
year are written as fol lows : 
24A total listing of years and corresponding 
tries covered in the study are shown irr Appendix B .  
infra , P o · 62) . 
coun­
( See 
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Current Year Relationship� 
.() GNP=ao + alAX  + a2AP + a3AG 
'1 I=uo + u 1�x + u 2AP. + u 34 G  
Lagged Relationship: 
� GNPt = ao + a l
bXt-1 + a 2AP t-l + a3
4Gt-l 
A i
t=u o + u 1
A Xt- l + u 2APt-l + u 3
AGt-I' 
( 1 )  
(' 2 ) 
( 4 Ji 
rn regressing current year values of the explan­
atory lndependent variables against both gros s  national 
product and gross fixed capital format ion, the problem of 
direction· of influence or cause ari s e s .  It is the conten­
tion of this study that the direction of influence flows 
from foreign exchange availability to GNP and gro s s  fixed 
capital furmat ion. In other words , it is thought that 
changes in foreign exchange avai l ab i l i t y ,  i . e . , expor t s ,  
public capital inflow , and private capital inflow affect 
GNP and investment and that the reve rse causal relation­
ship does not exist . The causal relationship under invest­
igation makes logical economic theoretical sense and the 
opposite one does not ( at least not for some of the var­
iables being investigated ) .  
One of the most basic equations in economic theory 
says that GNP is equal to consumption expenditures plus 
investment expenditures plus government expenditures plus 
exports minus imports . Accepting this re lationship , it 
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i s  obvious that the level of exports contributes to GNP. 
It i s  difficu l t , however ,  to find any justification for the 
idea that changes in GNP cause changes in export s .  Thu s ,  
o n l y  one ca.u sal relationship involving exports and GNP can 
be theoretically j u s t i f i e d .  Also , exports would· logic a l l y  
contribute t o  investment because exports could a i d  i n  fi­
nancing capital-goods import s .  However ,  the opposite di­
rection of influence could a l so conceivably e x i s t .  
Secondly , both public and private c a p i t a l  inf�ows 
would like l y  affect the level of inves tment within a country 
s i nce such inflows are often designated specifically for 
investment pro j ec t s �  Capital formatio n ,  however , would 
probably not affect public and private capital inflow s .  
Fina l l y ,  public and private capital inflows would 
affect GNP because the various components of these inflows 
( e . g . , foreign �id and investment expenditure s )  cont ribute 
to both consumption and investment expendi tures and con­
sequently GNP. Howeve r ,  GNP would probably not affect the 
level of public and private capital inflows to a great 
extent. 
Because of this problem , lagged expl anatory var­
i ab l e s  are a l so regressed against the variables of GNP and 
gro s s  fixed capital formation ( GFC ) i n  order to better see 
the direction of influence of the re levant variab l e s .  
In thi s relationshi p ,  the exp l anatory variables are l agged 
one year behind the two dependent variables in order to 
better substantiate direction of change . Thus , not o n l y  
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theory, but also chronology make i t  impossible for the 
direction of influence to occur but in one direction. 
In addition, i f  f luctuations or changes in foreign exchange 
earnings are an important cause of changes in domestic 
economic welfare , i . e . , GNP and GFC , then some sequential 
rel ationship should be evident . Changes in GNP and GFC 
should follow changes i n  export s ,  private capital inflow , 
and public capital inflow in the same period or with a short 
lag. Therefore , both the current period and a l agge d. period 
for the explanatory variables will be exami ned .  
Gross national product , investment , and exports 
are measured in the re s pe c ti ve national currencies of the 
LDC ' s  ( i n  constant 1 9 6 3  measure s ) .  Public and private 
capital inflows are , howeve r ,  measured in constant 1 9 6 3  
United States dol lars . Such an inconsistency was necessary 
because of a lack of uniformly compiletl data and a l s o  be­
cause of a difficulty in converting currencies by way of 
foreign exchange rate s .  This discre p ancy should not impair 
the results of the study , howeve r ,  since changes in the 
variables and not absolute magnitudes are being measured. 
Significant relationships w i l l  appear irrespective of the 
currency ; the coefficients only w i l l  be different . 
As mentioned previ_ou sly , changes in variable s ,  
not the original values themselve s ,  are used in this study. 
Such a measure would tend to be more correct than the 
absolute values of variables (cons idering the doubtful 
re liabi lity of statistics in underdeveloped countrie s ) .  
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Secondly , first differences o f  variables are used t o  reduce 
autocorrelation of error terms among the variables s ince 
a long-term upward trend in variables i s  recognized over 
the pe�iod studied. 
Data and statistics used in the study are annual 
data since these are the most avai l able , most accurate , 
and most c ommonly used in empi�ical studies of ecQnomic 
variable s .  Furthermore , the use of annual data is probably 
j u stified because of the widely accepted convention of 
annual budgeting arid balance of payments accounting . 
Empirical Results 
Equations ( 1 ) - ( 4 )  were estimated using the ordinary 
least squares method of regression. The estimated equations 
are shown in tables 1-4 while the R
2 
values are presented 
i n  tables 5 and 6 .  The Durbin-Watson test for autocorre-
lation was performed and results were found to be negative 
or inconclusive in a.ll cases except for that of Peru in the 
lagged GNP regression. In the regression of Peru for GNP, 
either a variable was missing or err9r in the data appeared 
to be cumulative and not random as as sumed. Consequent l y ,  
doubt a s  t o  the signif.icance o f  the relationship for this 
particular regression i s  present. Serial correlation for 
most of the regress ions , howeve r ,  presented no serious 
problems to the study. Re sults of the Durbin-Watson tes t s  
are shown in table 7 and table 8 of this study. 
Little evidence was found to indicate serious 
TABLE. 1 
ESTIMATED REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS FOR SELECTED COUNTRIES­
( WITH GPC AS THE DEPENDENT VARIABLE--CURRENT REGRESSION ) 
Country 
.Argentina 
Brazil 
Ceylon 
Colombia 
Cost a Rica 
Cyprus 
Ecuador 
E l  Salvador 
Guatemal a · 
Honduras 
Mexico 
Nicaragua 
p·anama 
Peru 
Uruguay 
Venezuela 
Constant 
0 . 5 6  
4 9 1 . 2 5  
6 8 0 6 2  
• . 12 . 
- l o 9 4  
1 . 2 7  
. 0 5  
1 2 0 3 9 
- 1 . 4 4  
10 . 13 
1 . 9 3  
1 5 . 60 
3 • .4 6 
1 . 0 6  
. 20 
0 . 44 
Exports 
o . 5 4  
( l . 9 9 J c 
0 • .29 
C 0 . 6 6 )  
o . 34 
C 1 . 0 1 J  
0 .4 2  b (2 . 5 2 ) 
o . 54 
( 4 . 38 Ja 
o· 2 6  • c (1 . 19 ) 
0 . 5 3  b ( 2 . 74 )  
. 0 . 2 7  
C l . 3 6 T 
0 . 68 
(3 . 0 3 ) a 
0 . 0 3  
CO o l9 1 
0 . 69 
(1 .  65 } 
0 . 3 5  
Cl . 8 5  Jc 
0 . 65 
(2 . 08 ) c 
0 . 1 6 
( 0 .  6 2  ): 
0 . 5 6  
( 4 . 1'6 ) a 
- 0 . 0 8  
C-0. 2 9  J 
a significant at the 1% leve l .  
bSignificant at the 5% leve l .  
CSignific ant at the 10% leve l .  
Private 
Capital 
Inflow 
0.01 
0. 4 4 )  
0. 6 3  
( 0. 8 3 ) 
2.99 
( o. 68 ) 
0 . 0 1  
(2. 2 7 )
b 
5 . 3 4  
(7.ll} a 
0. 5 2  
(4 .. 68 ) a 
0 . 0 1  b ( 2 . 9 3 ) 
1 . 1 3  b (2 . 4 9 )  
1 . 0 0  
C3 . 8 2 ) a 
0 . 4 5  
( 0 .  9 9 ). 
0 . 0 1  . 
( 2 . 9 2  ) b 
1 . 08 
co . 7 1  y 
0 . 2 0  
C 0 . 6 2 J 
0 . 0 1  
( 1 . 0 0 )  
0 . 0 1  
C4 . 9 6 J a 
() . 0 1  b ( 2 . 8 0 )  
(Figures in parentheses are t-ratios ) .  
3 6  
Public 
Cap i t a l  
Inflow 
o �.01 
Cl . 6 2 )  
0 . 1 1  
co . 2 1 )  
2 . 2 9 
(2 . 0 0 ) c 
0 . 0 1 
( 1 . 5 1 ) 
3 6 9  • a (3 . 6 2 )  
0 . 5 0 
C4 . 5 4 Ja 
0 . 0 1  
C3 . 3  7 )  a 
1 . 29 
(2 .  0 7 )  c 
1 . 0 6  
( 3 . 2 3 ) a 
0 . 6 3 
( 0 . 8 0 )  
0 . 01 
Cl . 6 7 )  
2 . 5 9 
( 1 . 46 )' 
0 . 24 
( 0 . 7 3 )  
0 . 0 1  
Cl .  7 7 > 
0 . 0 1  
(:4 . 6 l )a 
0 . 0 1  
(1 . 1 3 )  
TABLE'. 2 
ESTIMATED REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS FOR SELECTED COUNTRIES 
(WITH GFC AS THE DEPENDENT VARIABLE--LAGGED REGRESSION ) 
Country Constant Exports 
Argentina o . s 8  0 ., 6 0  b ( 2 . 4 0 )  
Brazil 6 38 . 5 1  ·. 13 . 
( 0 . 3 9 }  
Ceylon 7 6 . 66 � 5 0  
( i . .48 ) 
Colombia 0 . 96 . 2 9  
( 1_. 2 5 )  
.Costa Rica 3 5 . 3 8  .. 44 
Cl ... 79 ) 
Cyprus 1 •. 2 1 � 50 
C i . O S )  
Ecuador .. 08 ·.,:24 
C i .. 2 6 )  
El Salvador 1 6 . 8 1  . .. 2 7  
(1 .. 1 3 } 
Guatemala 2 . 54 .. 56 
( 1 . 9 3 }c 
Honduras 5 .. 8 5  . 3 8  b ( 2 . 76 )  
Mexico- 2 .. 64 . 58 . 
(1 .. 2b } 
Nicaragua 2 9 . 6 9  . 1 2  
( 0 . 6 0 )  
Panama 2 • . 78 . ..69 . 
C 2  .. 1 2 ) c 
Peru �61 . 4 0  
( l . 1 8 )  
Uruguay . 34 .3 7 ( 2 . lO ) c 
Venezue la 0 . 3 6 0 . 1 6  
( 0 . 4 0 ) 
asignificant at the 1% level •. 
bsignif icant at the 5% leve l .  
C Significant at the 10% leve l .  
Private 
Ca?ital 
Inflow 
� .. oo 
(1. 5 7 )  
-1. 1 3 . 
( -2.02 ) c 
-71. 1 1 ·  
( .:...iJ.. 04 ) 
m.oo 
( ..:.:n. . 10. ) 
. 3 8  
( Il  .• 24 ) 
-D . 20 
( -tt. 84 ") 
.. 0 1  
C3 . 3 8 ) a 
-� .. 26 
( .:..� . 4 6 )  
·m •. 8 0  b (2 . 1 5 )  
� . 2·0 
( � . 3 9 )  
�.01 
(1 �23J 
l .. ·ll 
(© .. 6 9·1 
...{1) � 0.6 
( -© �15 J 
© �00 
(0�.74 l 
� � 00 
( -0. � 16 1  
<D �00. 
(0 .. 2 7 � 
(Figures in parenthe ses are t-ratioo ) .  
3 7  
Publ.ic 
Capital 
Inf low 
. . . 
o .;..oo 
( 2 •. 09 l c 
-0 �.4 5  
C- l�-1 6  I 
0 �00 
co;.oo l 
o .;.. oo 
(-0 � 5 5  l 
-0 .;...21 
<.-o .;. 1 1 1 
-0 �· 1 9  
C-0 . 8 0  l 
0 .0 1  
( 3 � 72 ) a 
o ;.oo 
< o �oo I 
� 1 1  
C0 .;.26 1 . ;. 2 7 
(0 � 38 l 
o .;.oo 
c o  .;..,6 4 )  
- 1 . 6 5  
C-0 . 8 9  l 
0 ;. 2 9  
( 0 �9 l'J 
o .;.. oo 
( 0 .. 21·J 
o ;.oo 
co �00 l 
0 �00 
( 0 . 9 3 )  
TABLE. 3 
ESTIMATED REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS FOR SELECTED COUNTRIES 
(WITH GNP AS THE DEPENDENT VARIABLE--CURRENT REGRESSION) 
Country Constant Exports . 
Argentina 3 . 00 3 �2 1'. b (2�.8 6 1  
Brazil 287 3 . 74 2·�55 
(1 �.87 J c 
Ceylon 4 28 . 54 2 � 44 
(3 .;.54 J. a 
Colombia 4 .. 18 1 �·.s7 
Cl .;.63 ) 
Costa Rica 1 3  2 .  78 1 � 38 
c 4 �.58 Ia 
Cyprus ..,02 l:;.:7 5· b ( 2  .. 38 1 
Ecuador ... 76 2�.03 
C:2 .;..9 5  J.a 
El Salvador 59 • . 64 1' � 3 0  
( 2 � 7 l ) b 
Guatemala 2 2 . 29 3 .;.97 
( 3 � 39 ). a 
Honduras 10. 13 �.0 3  
( 0 �.19 1 
Mexico 12 .... 5 4  3 �22 b ( 2 •. 66 l 
Nicaragua 200. 60 � 38 
( 0 .;.73 ) 
Panama 19 . 4 6  l .� ·6 4  
(3  . .;. 6  7 J a 
Peru 6.24 1�70 b (2� .. 4 5 J  
Uruguay 2.26 4 .;,4 3 
(7� 0 3 J a 
Venezuela 1.38 o .;.  79 b (2 .. 2 5  l 
asignificant at the 1% level� 
b Significant at the 5% level. 
C Significant at the 10% level. 
Private 
Capital 
Inf low 
o;.oo 
co.:.. 56 l 
-2� 03 
C-0 .;.8 5 )  
-9.;.18 
(-1�03 } 
� 0 1  
( 0  .. 8 3 1  
5 �.60 
C3.;.0Jia 
.;,41 
c1.;.05 J. 
.;.02 
(2�07 } C . 
l.;.82 
(1�68 } 
2 �85 
c2.;..09 J c 
.;,45 
( 0.99 ). 
•. 04 
C2.;.9 3 1 a 
1. 06 
co.;.2 s > 
�09 
co� 2 o r  
-0.;. 0 1  
C -0.:..20  l 
� 0 3  
(2� 5 2 } b 
o.;.oo 
(0.00) 
(Figures in parentheses are t-ratios) . 
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Public 
Capital 
Inf low 
0 �. 00 
( 0 � 76 )  
- 1 � 48 
C-0�9 3 1 
3 .;.85 
( l .;. 39 ) 
.;.01 
C T�.08 I 
6 � 08 
c 2 .;.42·Jb 
�:36 
co .;.96 J 
.;.02 
C L�45 } 
� 18 
( 0 � 1 2 ] 
.;. 5 4  
( 0 � 3 2 }  
� 63 
( 0 .s o l  
.. 0 2  
( 1  .. 25 1 
-1.91 
(-0 � 38 1  
� 11 
c o �.23 J 
.;. 0 5  
(2.40 l b 
·0 3 • 
. a (3.;.88 J. 
-0 � .0 1  
(-0. 3 7 l  
-
TABLE 4 
ESTIMATED REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS FOR SELECTED COUNT RIES 
(WITH GNP AS THE DEPENDENT VARIABLE--LAGGED REGRESSION ) 
Country Constant Exports . . 
Argentina 3 . 91 l .;. 21 
( 0 � 94) 
Brazil 2865.20 3·�07 
( 2 � 73)b 
Ceylon 4 6 5 . 2 3  o .;.oo 
. . co � o o  > 
C o lombia 5 . 68 � 19 
co �- 1  7) 
Costa Rica 1 7 7 . 3 1  1 � 11 b 
C.2 .;. 63) 
Cyprus 7 . 3 6  � 84 
co-. 74) 
Ecuador 1 .. 0 3  .;..S-7· 
( 0 �.66) 
El Salvador 10 2 . 89 ".2 7 
( 0 � 54) 
Guatemala 101 .. 4 5  -0 � 8 6  
C.-0 .. 5 1) 
Honduras 7 1 . 68 .. 4 2  
( 0 � 3 7 1  
Mexico 1 4 . 91 2 .;..41 
C.1 � 7 2) 
Nicaragua 20 5 . 7 1 .;..so 
( 0 � 93) 
P'anama 2 6 . 04 1 . 3 5  
( 2 .;.96)b 
Peru 7.00 1 � 3 8  
( 1  .. 6 1 }  
Uruguay 4 .. 30 2 . 10 
C.2 � 0 2 )c 
Venezue l a  1 . 70 0 � 2 5 
(0 .48) 
aS ignificant at the 1% leve l o  
bsignificant a t  the 5% leve l .  
C Significant at the 10% leve l .  
P rivate 
Capital 
Inflow 
-0 � 0 1  
C-0 � 4 6) 
-1�43 
C. -0�80 I 
3�.7 7 
( 0 .23 ) 
0�00 
c o � 3·4) 
4 � 3 4  
( 1 � 56) 
-0 � 2 7  
C.-0 � 48) 
� 0 2: 
C2�.57)b 
-0� 98 . 
( - 0 .92) 
-1 � 3·1 
C.-0�.60 I 
-4 � 30 
( .:..1 .;.D 2 }  
� 0 3  
C l .82)c 
- 1 � 2 1  
( -0 �  2-8 J 
-0� 5 1  
( -0 .  96 } 
� 0 3  
( 2 �34 ) b  
�.0 2 
( 0 �88 ) 
0 � 00 
( 0  .. 74) 
( Figures in parenthe ses are t-ratios Y .  
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Public 
C apital 
Inflow 
o �.01 
( 1 � 59) 
0 �00 
CO .;. O O ) 
8 .;. 80 
Cl � 26 J 
-0.�0 l 
(-0 • .8 2 J.  
-0 � 65 
c...:o �.20 l 
-0 � 38 
( -0 ; 68 ) 
0 �02 
(I � 4 5 ) 
l .;.22 
(0�.70 )' 
-0 .;. 3 3 
(-0 � 1 3 }: 
3 .. 0 6  
( 0  .. 52 }'. 
� 0 2  
c o -_ 94) 
4· .. _93 
(-0 � 98 J 
0 � 38 
(0 �84 ) 
-0 � 0 1 
C-0 �.3 1 Y  
� 0 1 
(0 .;. 58) 
O �bI. 
c o .:44 J 
. .  
TA:BLE 5 
R2 • �  AND F RATIOS FOR CURRENT AND LAGGED REGRESSIONS 
(WITH GFC. AS THE DEl?ENDENT VARIABLE )" 
R2 
F 
Country Ratio 
Current 
Argentina . 2 7  1 .  74 
Brazil . 1 1  0 . 4 2  
Ceylon . 3 0 1 . 5 7  
Co lombia . 4 8  4 . 66b 
Costa Rica . 7 7 1 7 � 4 6a· 
Cyprus • 79 8 . 11a 
Ecuador . 5 6  6.48a 
E l  Salvador . 5 2  3 . 2 7  
Guatemala 0 75  6 . 0 2a 
Honduras . 09 1 . 2 3 
Mexico . 38 3 . 2 2b 
Nicaragua: . 23 1 . 39 
Panama . 29 1 . 6 1  
P-eru . 26 1 . 8 3  
Uruguay • 76 l l . 3 la 
Venezue l a  .. 36  3 .. 04 
Lagged· 
Argentina . 3 6  2 . 48 
BrQ. z i l . 3 5  1 •. 6 2  
Ceylon . 1 9  1 . 2 7  
Colombia . 1 7  0 . 9 2  
Costa Rica . 2 1  1 . 3 2  
Cyprus . 2 1  0 . 5 2  
Ec uador . 66 9 . ooa 
E l Salvador . 18 0 . 9 7  
Guatemala . 3 3  2 . 09 
Honduras . 4 5  2 . 6 7  
Mexico . 2 1 1 . 3 1  
Nicaragua . 2 1  1 . 1'6 
Panama . 3 5  1 . 9 7  
Peru . 09 0 . 4 8  
Uruguay . 3 1  2 . 4 1  
Ve nezuela . 1 2  0 . 68 
aSignificant at the 1% leve l .  
b significant at the 5 %  leve l .  
40 
F Table F Table 
1%" 5% 
3 . 1 6  5 .. 09 
3 .34 5 . 5 6  
3 . 29 5 .42 
3 . 13 5 . 0 1  
3 . 1 6  4 . 94 
3 . 5 9  6 . 2 2  
3 . 1 3 5 . 01 
3 .. 4 1  5 .  74 
3 . 1 6 5 .09 
3 . 2 9 5 .4 2  
3 . 1 0 4 . 9 4  
3 . 1 6  5 . 09 
3 .24 5 . 29 
3 . 1 0 4 . 94 
3 .. 2 9  5 . 4 2  
3 . 1 0  4 .94 
3 . 2 0 5 . 18 
3 . 4 1  5 .  74 
3 . 34 5 . 5 6  
3 . 1 6  5 . 09 
3 . 1 3  5 . 01 
3 . 7I. 6 . 5 5  
3 . 1 6 5 . 09 
3 . 49 5 . 9 5  
3 . 20 5 . 18 
3 . 34 s . 5 6  
3 . 1 3 5 . 0 1  
3 .. 20  5 . 18 
3 . 29 5 . 4 2  
3 . 1 3 5 . 0 1 
3 . 34 5 . 5 6 
3 . 1 3 5 . 0 1  
R2 ' S  A�D f l<r'.'r:\;::i .t'OR CURHf:' 0J·:·  Af.. i_. : • •  "...·:��. . . . " ;:·-.::...  .C:JS' 
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TABLE 7 
DURBIN-WATSON STATISTICS FOR CURRENT AND LAGGED REGRESSIONS 
. (WITH GFC AS THE DEPENOENT VARIABLE ) a 
� 
I I :eou
'ntry d du 
Current 
A:rqentina 1 � 3 3  1 .. 4 2  � 71 2 � 58 3 �.29 
Brazil 2 � 4 8  1 �4 8  � 49 2� 5. 2 3 ;.s 1  
Ceylon 1 �3 6  l .;. 4 6  .;. 5 9  2 . 5 4  3 �.41· 
Colombia o .;. 9 0  l .;. 4 1  .;. 74 2 . 5 9  3 � 2 6 
Costa Rica 2 � 0 5  l .;. 4 1  ·� · 77 2. s.9 3 ;.23 
Cyprus 2 .;. 5 0 l ;. 4 9  .;. 40 2 � 5 1  3 ;.6{} 
E�uador 2 ; 06 1 ;·4 1  � 74 2.;..s:9 3 ;. 2 6  
E l  S alvador l .;. 5 1  1 .;..49. . • 4 5  2 � 5 1  3 . 5 5  
Guatemala · l .;. 5 3  1 ; 4 2  .;. 71 2;58 3 �2 9  
Honduras 2 ;.'38 l .;..4 6 .;.'59 2� 54· 3 .;.'.4 1  
Mexico 1 ; 8 6  1 .;.41 .;. .77 ' 2�59 3 .;. 23 
'Nicaragua 2 .;. 1 6  1 � 4 2  � 71 2�58 3 �.29 
Panama l .;. 68 l .;..44 .;. 6 3  2�5-6 3 .;. 3 7 
Peru 2 .;. 0 5 l .;.4 1  .;. 7 7 2�59 3 �. 2 3  
Uruguay l .;..68 1 � 4 6  .;. 5 9  2�5.4 3 .;. 4 1  
Venezue l a  1 .4 0  . 1 . 4 1  . 7 7 2 .. 5.9 3 . 2 3 
. . 
Lagged 
Argentina 1 . 4 9  l .; 4 3  .;. 6 7  . 2 ;5.7 3 .;.  3 3  
Brazi l 1 . 5 6 l .;.48 .;. 5 2  2�52 3 .;. 48 
Ceylon 1 . 2 3 l .;..4 7 .;. 5 5  2�53 3 .;.A 5  
Colombia 2 .;. 0 0 l .;. 4 2  .;. 7 1  2�5:8 3 .;. 29 
Costa Rica 2 .;. 5 5  l .;. 4 1  •. 74 2.59 3 .;. 2 6  
Cyprus l .;. 74 l .;. 4 9  .;. 4 2  2:.;.s1 3 � 58 
Ecuador 2 .; 4 2  1 � 4 2  � 7 1  2.S;IB 3.;. 2 9  
E l  S alvador 1 . 8 1  1 � 48 � 4 9  2,.52 3 .;. 5 1  
G)..latema la 1 .;. 5 3  1· �43 .;. 6 7  2�57 3 .;. .3 3  
Honduras 2 . 4 3  1 ; 4 7  .;. 5 5  2.5,3 3 • .45 
Mexico 1 ; 3 2 l .;. 4 1  .;. 74 2 � 5 9  3 . 2 6  
Nic aragua 1 . 80 1 . 42 .;. 6 7  2.58 3 .;.3 3  
Panama l .;. 34 1 . 46 .;. 5 9  2.54 3 �4 1  
Peru l .;.8 1  l .;. 4 1  • 74 2 .. 59 3·.;. 2 6  
Uruguay 2 � 1 5 l'.;. 4 7  . 5 5  2.53 3 •. 45 
Venezue l a  1 .  74 1 . 4 1  • 74 2.5:9 3 . 2 6 
aAll values are indicated for the 1% significance leve l .  
The acceptable range for the d statistic is a s  f o l l ows : 
du<d<4-du · 
4 2  
TABLE 8 
DURBIN-WA.'.l'SON STATISI'ICS FOR CURRENT AND' LAGGED REGRESSIONS 
(WITH GNP A� THE DEPENDENT VARIABLE ) a 
I d 
. ' 
, . :Country 
Current 
Argentina o ;, 9 0  1 .. 42 ; 71 2� 58 3 ;, 29 
Brazil 1 � 5 1  l ;, 48 ;, 49 2 ;, s 2  3 � 5 1. 
Ceylon 0 . 8 8  1 . 4 6  ;, 59 2�54 3 �4 1· 
Colombia 0 � 9 7  1 :. 4.1 � 74 2� 5.9 3 ;,  26 
Co s ta Rica l ;, 74 1 . 4 1  ;, 7 7 2� 59 3 � 2 3 
Cyprus 3 .. 2 3  l ;, 49 ;,40 2.  5.1 3 � 60 
Ecuador l ;,3 7 1 . 4 1  � 74 2;, 59 3 . 26 
E l  Salvador 1 � 2 2  1 . 49 . 4 5  2 .. 5 1  3 .5 5  
Guatemala 2 �.J:9 1 � 42· �.71 2�58 3 . 29 
Honduras 2 ;, 6 0  1 . 4 6  ;, 5 9  2� 54 3 ;,41 
Mexico 1 . 19 1 . 4 1  ;, 77 2 .. 59 3 ;, 2 3 
Nic aragua 1 . 1 0 1 . 4 2  � 7 1  2�58 3 � 29 
Panama 1 . 04 1 . 44 �.63 2� 56 3 •. 3 7 
Peru 0 . 5 5  1 . 4 1 . 77 2. 5 9  3 ;,.23 
Uruguay l ;, 8 2 1 . 4 6  ;, 59 2 .. 54 3 � 4 1  
Venezue l a  0 . 98 ) .. . 4 1  . 77 2c59 3 .. 2 3  
Lagged 
Argentina 1 . 34 l ;,.43 � 6 7  2.5 7 3 ;, 3 3 
Brazil l ;, 29 1 � 4 8  ;,·5 2 2�52 3 ;..48 
Ceylon 1 . 0 2  l ;,4 7 ;, 5 5  2.;5 3 3 � 4 5 
Colombia 1 . 08 1 .. .42 � 71 2 ... 58 3 � 29 
Costa Rica l ;,  76 1 . 4 1  ;, 74 2�5·9 3 ;, 26 
Cyprus 2 ;, 6 2  1 :. 49 ;,42 2 .. 5:1 3 ;, 58 
Ecuador o ;, 9 9  1 . 4 2  � 71 2.;..sa 3 ;, 29 
El S alvador 2 ;,.0 9 l ;, 4 8  ;, 4 9  2.5)2 3 ;, 51 
Guatemala l ;, 96 1 . 4 3 ;, 6 7 2 .. 5 7  3 ;, 3 3  
Honduras 2 ;, 39 1 ;, 4 7  � 5 5  I 2.,5,3 3 ;, 4 5 
Mexico l �.5 9 1 .. 4 1  ;, 74 2.5B 3 o 26 
Nicaragua 1 .. 1 7  1 . 4 2  . 6 7 2.5:8 3 ;,  3 3 
Panama 2 .. 0 2  l ;, 4 6  ;, 5 9  2 ... 54 3 ;, 41 
P e rub 0 ;, 8 5  l ;,4 1  ;, 74 2.59 3 o 26 
Uruguay 1 .. 3 4 1 . 4  7 . 5 5  2.,5 3 3 ;, 4 5  
Venezuela 1 . 1 0 1 . 4 1  • 74 2.59 3 . 26 
aAl l  values are indicated for the 1% significance leve l .  
bPbsi tive serial correlation was folllnd to exi st 0 • 
The acceptable range for the d statistic is as f o l lows : 
du�d<.4-du · · 
43 
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problems of mu l t icollinearity. However ,  correlation between 
independent variables �as somewhat high in a few case s ,  
e s pecially for both the current aDd l agged regression o f  
Cypru s .  Two other cases posses sing high corre lation between 
independent variables were Nicaragua and Peru in both the 
current and l agged regre ssions . The presence of mu lti-
c o l l inearity in these regression equations resu l t s  in an 
inability to distinguish between variab l e s .  The problem, 
therefore , adds doubt to the significance of the e s t imated 
regre s s ion equations and the contribution of each indepen-
dent variable for those particular countries affected by 
multicollinearity. 
No test for heteroscedasticity was performed •. 
Ho:wever ,  its presence would not bias the re sults but merely 
reduce the p·ower of the t e s t ., 
Th� estimated
.
regression c o e f ficients for the 
current regression equations with gross fixed capital for-
mation ( GFC ) as the dependent variable are presented in 
table 1 with t ratios in parenthese s .  The corresponding 
2 . z R values are shown in table 5 .  The R 's range from a 
value of .09 ta . 79 �  The values of the R2 ' s  are found t o  
b e  significant a t  the• 1 per cent leve l f o r  Cos t a  Rica 
2· 2 2 ( R  = . 7 7 ) ,  Cyprus ( R  = .,79 ) , Ecuador ( R  = . 56 ) ,._ Guatemala 
2· 2 (R = . 75 ) ,  and Uruguay ( R  = . 76 Y  and at the 5 per cent level 
for Colombia ( R2= •. 4 8 )  and Mexico ( R2= . 3 8 )  as determined 
by the F-te s t .  Thu s ,  seven of the sixteen regressions 
were found to have· signific ant over-all re lationship s .  
4 5  
A s  indicated b y  table' 1 i n  the GFC regre ssion for 
the sixteen countries examined and on the basis of t-test s ,  
current year exports are significant at the 1 per cent 
leve l ·for only three countries (Uruguay, Costa Ric a ,  and 
Guatema l a )  and significant at the 5 per cent level for 
only two countries ( Colombia and Ecuador) . The coefficients 
for these five countries range from . 4 2  for Colombia to . 68 
for Guatemala indicating that an average unit increase in 
exports generates a somewhat smal ler increase in GFC C at 
least for those countrie s w�ich proved to be significant ) .  
E leven countries are therefore found to be insignificant 
for this regression. 
Secondly, current private capital inflows are sig­
n ificant for four countries ( Uruguay, Cypru s ,  Costa Ric a ,  
and Guatemal a )  a t  the 1 per cent level and significant 
for five countries ( El Salvador , Col ombia ,  Mexico , Ecuado r ,  
and Venezu ela )_ a t  the 5 per cent leve l .  Coefficients for 
these nine countries range from . 0 1 for Vene zuela to 5 o 3 4  
for Costa Rica .  General l y ,  however , . coefficients for this 
variable tend to be rather low·  ( except in Costa Rica ,  El 
Salvador , Cypru s ,  and Guatemal a )  indicating that an increase 
in private capit a l  inflows generates a very small amount of 
gross fixed capital formation. 
The third variable , net public capital inflow, is 
significant at the 1 per cent level for only five countries 
( Guatemal a ,  Costa Ric a ,  Cyprus , Ecuador, and Uruguay )  and 
insignificant for the remainder .  Coefficients for the 
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significant variables range from a low of . 01 to 3 . 6 9 .  
' This relationship shows no definitive general trend for 
coefficients of public capital inflow s .  
For the current GFC regre s s i o n ,  current exports 
serve to make an important contribution to GFC in at least 
five o f the sixteen countries investigated ( t hose which 
are significant at either the 5 per cent or 1 per cent 
leve l )  • . Current private capital inf lows contributed sig-
nificantly to GFC in at least nine of the sixteen countrie s 
whi le �urrent public capital inf lows contributed to GFC 
in only five of the countrie s .  The R2 1 s  for the regre s s ions 
were significant i n  only seven of the count.rie s o  
The l agged regre ssion with GFC as the dependent 
variable shows only one case in which the R2 i s  significant 
according to the F-te st , namely that of Ecuador with a 
2 · · 2 R of . 6 6  • .  All other R ' s  are lower than this although 
insignifi�ant . Estimated regre ssion e quations are shown 
. 2 . in t able 2 ,  and R ' s  are presented i n  taJD.Ie 5 .  
Exports are a signific ant variao1e contributing 
to GFC i n only two cases (Argentina and Ronduras ) at the 
5 per cent level for the lagged regres sfam . Lagged private 
capital inflows were significant at the � per cent leve l 
in the case of Ecuador and significant ait the 5 per. cent 
level for Guatema l a .  For lagged public �apital inflow , 
only one case i s  significan t ,  name l y  thai.tt" of Ecuador for 
the 1 per cent leve l .  Thu s ,  it appears that the lagged 
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regression does not explain enough c ases to be significant 
in the studyo 
The e stimated regression �oefficients for the cur-
rent regression equations with GNP as the dependent vari-
able are presented in table 3 with t ratios in parenthe s e s o  
The corresponding R 2 1 s  ( and F ratios ) are shown in t able 
6 .  The R2 value s are shown to be significant at the 1 
per cent level for Costa Rica ( R2= . 60 )  and Uruguay ( R2= •. 8 2 )  
and significant at the 5 per cent leve l for Ceylon ( R2� �5 4 ) , 
. 
Ecuador ( R2= . 4 2 ) ,  Guatema l a  ( R2= . 5 0 ) ,  Mexico ( R2 = . 44 J ,  
Panama ( R2= . 5 3 ) ,  and Peru ( R2= . 3 9 )  �s indicated by the 
F-t e.s t o As indicated by table 3 in the GNP regression for 
the sixteen countries examin�d ,  current year exports are 
s_i gnif icant at the 1 per cent level for six countries (Ceylon , 
C o s t a  Ric a ,  Ecuador , Guatema l a ,  Panama, and Uruguay ) and 
significant a t  the 5 per cent level for six countries 
( Argenti n a ,  Cypru s ,  El Salvador , Mexico, Peru , and Venezue la ) .  
Coefficients range from . 79 to 4 o 4 3 o  
Secondl y ,  current private capital inflow i s  s i g-
nificant for only two countries ( C o s t a  Rica and Mexico ) 
a t  the 1 per cent level and significant for only Uruguay 
at the 5 per cent leve l .  C oefficients range from 0 0 3 to 
5 . 60 ( usually being somewhat low ) .  
Finally , current public capital inf�ow i s  signi-
ficant for only Uruguay at the 1 per cent level and sig-
nificant for two countries ( Peru and Costa Ric a )  at the 
5 per cent leve l o  Coefficients range from . 0 3  to 6 . 08 0  
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However , for the lagged regre s s ion with GNF as 
the dependent variable , only one R2 is significant , namely 
that o'f Panama .. , . Changes in exports are a significant 
explanatory variable of the change in GN� in only three 
case s ( Brazil ,.. Cos fa Ric a ,. and P anama Y at the 5 per cent 
leve l .  Private capital inflow is s i g nificant in only two 
cases ( Ecuador and· Peru ) at th� 5 per cent level whi l e  public 
capital inflow is not significant for any country . Thu s ,  
this lagged· regression does not contain much explanatory 
power in the model � The lagged regre ssion coefficients 
. . 2 are presented in table 4 and the corre sponding R· ' s  are 
shown in table 6 .  
The analysis presented' here considers the contri-
bution 0f foreign exchange availability ta economic develop-
ment in a selected group of LDC ' s w The results are influ-
enced by the particular sample of countries and years in-
eluded in the study � The results and their corresponding 
implications are not uniform among a l l  of the countries 
inve s tigated. This , however , can be expected since not 
all of the countries are identical i n  their social� polit-
ical , and economic characteristic s .  
Examining the regre ssion in which GNP i s  the de� 
pendent variable , exports and pub lic and private capital 
as sources of foreign exchange avail ability are not sig-
nificantly important in the lagged regression. Not only 
are the R2 values low , but in the maj ority of the cases 
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they did not even attain statistical significanc e .  Add-
itionally , the low level of t statistics associated with 
the e stimated coefficients for the regression equations 
c a s t s  serious doubts over its validi t y ,  even as to sign. 
Thu s ,  the mixture of negative and positive coefficients 
for the same variable in the s ame regression with different 
countries cannot be relied upon to be c ompletely val i d .  
However ,  the resu l t s  with GNP as the dependent 
variable in the current regre ssion indicate that foreign 
exchange availability has a significant short�run effect 
o n  GNP ( at least in some of the countries ) .  The individual 
sources of foreign exchange differ in their relative im-
pact s  on national product .  
I t  appears that export rece ipts are the most effec-
tive means of stimulating GNP as indicated by the regre s sion 
coefficient s .  Export receipts are a significant explanatory 
variable of GNP in thirteen of the sixteen countries and 
thus can be said to make a significant contribution t o  
GNP .  Private capital inflows are the second most impor-
tant explanatory variable contributing to GNP ( significant 
i n  �t least five of the sixteen countries) as indicated 
by the regre s sion coefficient s .  Public capital inflows , 
howeve r ,  are important as an explanato�y variable in only 
- ·  
three case s .  Thu s ,  in the aggregat e , the most important 
explanatory variable of GNP is exports followed by private 
and public capital inflows respectively. Private and p�b-
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lie capital do not contribute as much as an explanatory 
variable as does exports .  The findings in the GNP regres-
sion tend to corroborate those of .Ma s s e l l ,  Pearson , and 
Fitch and thus contrast with the over-all resu l t s  of 
MacBe an. The fact that public capital inflow has l e s s  
o f  a n  effect o n  GNP c a n  b e  explained i n  at least two way s .  
First , public borrowing for government expenditures i s  
often used to increase the current level of the country ' s  
infrastructure which might not indicate increases in G.NP. 
' 
Secondly , the effects may not be seen on the country ' s  
development for several years after the initial financing. 2 5  
Again i n  the GFC regre s sion with lagged variabl e s ,  
·export s and public and private capi t a l  inflows a l l  fail 
to  sufficiently explain changes in GFC . The current re-
gression again has significant explanatory power for the 
dependent variable GFC� In the aggregat e ,  current private 
capital inflow appears to make the mo s t  important contri-
bution to GFC . In nine o f  the sixteen countries , current 
private capital inflow is important in determining Gtc. 
This would appear p l ausible since most private capital 
inf lows would be expected to occur for inve stment purposes 
and wou l d  probably occur rather quickly. 26 Both exports 
and public capital inflows are important as an explanatory 
variable in at least five countries and appear to be similar 
2 5Masse l l ,  Pearson, and Fitch ; "Foreign Exchange 
and Economic Deve lopment , "  p • .  2 1 1 0  
26 Ibid • .  , p ., 2 1 1  • .  
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i n  the magnitude o f  their effe c t s .  Therefore , i t  appears 
that foreign exchange receipts have significant short-run 
effects on GNP and GFC ( at least for some of the countries 
which were examined ) .  
CHAPTER IV 
CONCLUSION 
Although the study reve als the exi s tence of a s t a­
t i stically significant rel ationship between foreign exchange 
availability and domestic economic we lf are within certain 
LDC ' s 7  certain weaknesses are also found within the study. 
First , a lack of available data and consistent statistical 
series combined with problems in converting currencies v i a  
exchange rates nece ssit ate d the use of various national 
currencies in the study. In·  addit i o n ,  u . s .  dol lars was 
the only avai l ab l e  measure in a cons i stent series for two 
of the variab le s ,  namely that of public capital inflow and 
private capital inflow. This inconsi stency should not have 
impaired the re s�lts of the study, but it di d make inter­
country comparisons among variables more difficu l t .  
A second weakne s s  o f  the study is the existence 
o f  autocorre l ation and multico l l inearity in some of the 
regre s sion s o  Autocorr e l ation i s ,  however, found in only 
one c as e .  Therefore , s i nce autocorre l ation appears in 
only one regre s s i o n ,  i t s  over-all effect is not import ant . 
Evidence of multicollinearity i s  al so found · i n  a few cases 
o f the regre ssion. Thus , the study and i t s  results are 
weakened sl ightly by the existence of autocorre lation and 
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mu lticol linearity i n  these few cases , a s  discussed above . 
Final l y ,  al though the present study attempts to 
explain and relate foreign exchange avai lability to i t s  
effect o n  the economic growth and development of the LDC ' s ,  
i t  does not include the role of stocks of foreign exchange 
available to the countri e s , i . e . ,  foreign exchange re serve s .  
Foreign exchange reserves avai lable to the LDC ' s  a�e able 
to even out fluctuations i n  current foreign exchange re-
cei p t s . Thu s ,  significant growth and development occasioned 
by increases in GNP or gro s s  fixed capital formation may 
occur during years . lacking adequate current foreign exchange 
receipts ( as defined in this study) .. This would seem to 
indicate that foreign exchange avai lability and development 
were not highly corre lated. Howeve r ,  growth within the 
LDC ' s  could be supplemented by drawing down on the exi st-
ing stock of foreign exchange reserve s .  Gene ra l ly , foreign 
exchange reserves are relatively sma l l  for the LDC., s .  2 7  
Nonethe l e s s , without taking reserves into account , total 
foreign exchange avai labi l i t y  i s  not accurat e l y  measured, 
and the relation between foreign exchange and growth i s  
neither totally proven nor dis proven .  
The need for further research to overc ome the weak-
n e s s e s  of this study wou ld seem to be apparent . Further 
studies would be useful to determine the importance of 
foreign exchange reserves on the process of economic growt h .  
2 7 See , e o g o , table 9 of this study for an indication 
of the size of foreign exchange reserves. 
TABLE 9 
INTERNATIONAL RESERVES AND FOREIGN EXCHANGE RESERVES 
OF SELECTED UNDERDEVELOPED COUNTRIES FOR 1 9 7 0  
( i n  Millions of u . s .  Do l lars )  
Inter- Foreign Inter- Foreign 
national Exchange national Exchange 
Country Reserves Reserves Country Reserve s Reserves 
�rgentina 6 7 3 . 0  3 4 3 . 0  Guatemala 78 . 3  5 8 . 7  
Brazil 1 1 8 7 . 0 ' 9 6 2 . 0  Honduras 2 0·. 2 1 9 .9 
Ceylon 4 3 . 0  4 3 . 0  Mexico 744 . 0  3 8 5 . 0  
Colombia 206 . 0 ' 189 . 0  N i c aragua 4 9 . 2  4 7  .. 6 
Costa Rica 1 6 . 3  7 . 9  Panama 303 . 8  2 9 9 . 6  
Cyprus 2 0 9 . 0  183 . 6  Peru 3 2 9 . 4  2 7 5 .4 
Ecuador 8 3 . 2  6 4 . 1  Uruguay 1 7 5 . 0  1 4 . 0  
E l  Salvador 6 2 . 7  4 5 . 4  Venezuela 1 0 2 1 . 0  4 7 2 . 0  
Sourc e :  International Monetary . Fund , International 
Financial Stati stics 19 70/71 Sup1lement 
(London : IMF Pub l ications , 19 7 1 , pp. 104- 2 3 7 .  
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Al s o , more detailed case studi e s  o f  individual countries 
would be useful in order to obtain a better view of the 
problem of foreign exchange availab i lity and economic growth. 
This study has focused upon the relationship between 
foreign exchange availability and e conomic growth in under­
developed countri e s .  Surpri sing l y ,  the results of the study 
�ave agreed with those from the studies of both Masse l l ,  
Pearson, and Fitch and MacBean . . Mas s e l l  examined total 
foreign e�change avai lability and found that foreign ex­
change and its avai labi l i ty to the LDC ' s  doe s ,  indeed , affect 
the internal economies of the LDC ' s .  He found that a lack 
of foreign exchange tends to constrain devel opment and 
growth for the l ess deve loped nations and that the sources 
of foreign exchange differ in the timing and �agnitudes 
o f their e f fects . The present study also finds a signi­
ficant relationship between foreign exchange avai labi lity 
and GNP and GFC as itidicators of domestic we l f are within 
the LDC ' s  for a large part o f  the s ample under study. 
Mac Bean, on the 6ther hand , found �o strong over-all 
r e lationship between export earnings and GNP as an indicator 
of domestic economic activity. However ,  he did recognize 
the existence of a somewhat weak re l ationship between ex­
port earnings and GNP in certain LDC ' s . On the basis of 
his empirical study , MacBean concluded that signi ficant 
f luctuations in expor� proceeds do not inevitably lead to 
grave internal problems for the LDC ' s .  Although foreign 
exchange shortages may be a problem to certain LDC ' s ,  i t  
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is  not always true that the problem affects growth o  Thu s ,  
MacBean determined that a shortage o f  export earnings might 
be a serious problem for the econom i e s  of certain countries 
and not for others because of certain inherent character­
i stic s of the respective countri e s .  This conclusion ex­
tended tq total foreign exchange earnings is again consis­
tent with the re sults of the present study. Empirical 
research has indicated that a significant relationship 
between foreign exchange avai lability and dome stic w e l f are 
of certain less developed countries doe s ,  indeed , exist. 
However ,  this relationship i s  not true for a l l  countrie s .  
The present study has neither definitively refuted 
nor corroborated the original hypothe s i s .  Instead , the 
findings of the study indicate that the relationship be­
tween foreign exchange availability and economic grm�.1th 
in the LDC ' s  is neither simple nor unique. It 'has been 
shown that the impact of foreign exchange avai l ability 
on the dome stic economies of the LDC ' s  is not uniform among 
a l l  countrie s .  I t  cannot be expected that changes i h  for­
eign exchange availabi lities will have identical effects 
on the economi e s  of countries differing in size , political 
and social conditions , income leve l s ,  importance of the 
foreign sector to the whole economy , or stage of total 
development . The study has again emphasized the unique 
character of each of the less deve l oped �ations and the 
importance of individu a l l y  examining each specific s ituation 
and problem before beginning treatme nt . 
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Fina l l y ,  i t  i s  hoped that the resu l t s  of the study 
may find some use in policy. This could occur in two way s .  
First , i t  might be possible t o  stimulate economic develop-
ment in certain deve loping countries by �hanging the com-
position of foreign exchange receipts depending upon the 
rel ative impacts of the three sources of foreign exchange 
on growth prospe c t s .  Secondly , resources spent f o r  policy 
measures t o increase foreign exchange a�i labi lity to cer-
tain LDC ' s  might be better u sed e l s ewhere , espec i a l ly i f  
. 
the economy of the particu lar country were insensitive 
to changes in foreign exchange availability o  Whether the 
findings of t�e study have useful policy implications or 
not , the study and i t s  re su l t s  do indicate the need for 
further research o n  individual countries and on the general 
topic of development end foreign exchant):! availability. 
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APPENDIX A 
. NOTE ON STATISTICAL SOURCE S  AND METHODS 
Statistical data u s e d  in the preceding study are 
described throughout the study. Neverthele s s ,  i t  i s  approp­
riate at this point to again present the ma j o r  sources of 
information used in the statistical analyses and comment upon 
their accuracy. The principal sources of information con­
sisted o f �  International Financial Statistic s ,  the monthly 
publication of the International Monet ary Fund ; International 
Financial Stat istic s ,  1 9 7 0 / 7 1  Supplement ; The Stati stic a l  
Yearbook , an annual United Nations ' publication ; and the 
Yearbook of National Accounts Stat i s t i c s ,  an annual United 
Nations ' pub lication. 
The statistical material currently available for 
underdeve loped countries ( including those countries used 
in this study ) i s  often of doubtful reliability. Methods 
of c l a s sifying items , e s pecially those items within the 
balance of payments records change over time ; exchange rate 
changes cause difficulties in compi ling statistic s ;  exchange 
rates themselves are difficult to c onvert to a single base , 
and statistical time series are either inadequate in length 
or inconsistent and thus result in gaps and incomparable 
statistical data. Nonethe le s s ,  the data come from the 
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mos t  re liable sources avai lable--the United Nations and 
the. International Monetary Fund who collect them from 
official sources in the individual. countrie s ,  and are 
adequate for the present study (provided that reservations 
concerning their re liability are recognized ) .  
Because normal sources of s t atistical error probably 
Sffect changes in the total measures of variables l e s s  than 
the absolute magnitudes themselve s ,  measures of fluctuations 
and changes in significant economic variables for under­
developed countries can be regarded as having greater re­
liability than the absolute magnitudes themse lve s .  However ,  
the reliability of the statistical data i s  limited and un­
·doubtedly affects the outcome of empirical studies which 
use such dat a .  
Research work of both individuals and institutions 
cou l d  be facilitated by s tandardization of various cate­
gories of statis tical serie s ,  reconci l iation of various 
serie s ,  and extension of such changes backward as we l l  as 
forward in time in order to lengthen the usable time series .  
Users of such statistics can rarely make these changes as 
we ll or as accurately as can the original compilers o f  the 
d a ta .  
Statistical resu l t s  are naturally sub ject to tests 
upon their re liability . The usual statistical tests of 
significance , namely t tests and F tests1 as we l l  as the 
Durbin-Watson test for autocorre lation, and notice of 
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significant intercorrelations among the independent var-
i ables to check for multicollinearity were applied to the 
statistical results obtained from the regression. A 5 per 
cent significance leve l is used in the tests of statistical 
significance , unless otherwise stated .  The result is 
accepted as statistically significant if it attains this 
level of significance and rejected as unproven if it does 
not meet this significance level. 
Partial regression coefficients are tested for 
significance to determine whether they are signi ficantly 
different from zero. For example, using the regression 
equation , Y= 2. 26 + 4 . 43X1 + 0 . 03X2 + 0.03X3 , we determine 
if the individual partial regression coefficients, b1= 4 . 4 3  
and b 2= . 0 3  and b3= . 03 , are significant hy use o f  the t test. 
If one of the partial regression coefficients are not sig-
nificant, it suggests that there is no regression relation 
between the dependent variable ( Y) and the independent 
variable with the non-significant coefficient ; that is, we 
cannot be 95 per cent sure that there is any relationship 
whatsoever. 28 
28Taro Yamane · is a good source for further infor­
mation on tests of significance for multiple linear re­
gression models in Statistics, An Introductory Analysis 
(3rd ed. ; New York: Harper & Row, ?ublishers, 1 9 7 3 ) ,  Chap­
ter 23. 
APPENDIX B 
COUNTRIES , THEIR CURRENCIES , AND YEARS INCLUDE D  IN 
CURRENT AND LAGGED REGRESSIONS 
Current Lagged 
Country Currency Regres sion Regre ssion 
Argent�na Pesos 1 9 52-69 1 9 5 3 -69 
Brazil Cruzeiros 1 9 5 6-69 1 9 5 7-69 
Ceylon Rupees 1 9 5 7-71 1 9 5 8 - 7 1  
Colombia Pe sos 1 9 5 2-70 1 9 5 3 - 7 0  
Costa Rica C o l ones 1 9 5 2-71 1 9 5 3 - 7 1  
Cyprus Cyprus Pounds 1 9 61-71 1 9 6 2 - 7 1  
Ecuador Sucres 1 9 5 2-70 1 9 5 3 - 7 0  
E l  Salvador Colones 1 9 59-71 1960-71 
Guatemala Quetzales 1 9 54-71 1 9 5 5 - 7 1  
Honduras Lempiras 1 9 5 7-71 1 9 5 8 - 7 1  
Mexico Pesos 1 9 5 2-71 1 9 5 3 - 7 1  
Nicaragua Cordobas 1 9 54-71 1 9 5 5 - 7 1  
Panama Balboas 1 9 5 6-71 1 9 5 7-71 
Peru Soles 1 9 5 2-71 1 9 5 3 -71 
Urugµay Pesos 1 9 5 6-70 195 7-70 
Venezuela Bolivares 1 9 5 2-71 1 9 5 3 - 7 1  
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APPENDIX C: 
GROSS NATIONAL PRODUC T ,  EXPORTS , GROSS PIXED CAPITAL FORMAT ION , 
PRIVATE AND PUBLIC CAPITAL INFLOWS OF SELECTED COUNTRIEsa 
(Measured in Current Pric e s )  
Year 
1952 
i953 
1954 
1 9 5 5  
19 5'6 
1 9 5 7  
1 958 
1 959 
1960 
1 9 6 1  
1 9 6 2  
196 3 
1964 
1965 
1966 
1 9 6 7  
1968 
1969 
1955 
1956 
1 9 5 7  
1 958 
1 959 
1 960 
I9 6I 
1 962  
1 963 
1 964 
1965 
I966 
1 9 6 7  
1968 
1969 
GNP' GFC X. I � G 
Argentina ( Pe sos }b 
1 . 1 2  • .21 . 0 6  2 0 7  1 7 5  
1 . 2 9  . 2 3  . 0 9  -11 -3 5 6  
1 . 4 5  . 24 . 08 . . �101 0 
I . 71 . 3 0  . 1 0 12 1 9 7  
2 . 1 7  . 4 0  . 2 4  128 1 
2 . 7 1  • .ss . 2 7  160 141 
3 .,85 . 7 7  . 3 3  5 2 5 1  
7 . 3  7 1 . 2 6  . 8 9  9 1  -105 
1 0 . 0 2  2 . 08 1 . 03 365 - I 6 7  
1 1 . 9 1  2 . 68 .94 272 3 0 1  
. 14'. 7 7  3 . 18 1 . 5 5  -2:9 299 
18 . 4 5  3 .2 8  2 . 0 7  -20 7 -2 5 
2 5 . 6 6  4 . 24 2 . 1 6 8 2  -118 
3 6 . 04 6 . 1 7  2 . 78 -3 - 2 2 1  
44 . 9 1  7 . 90 3 . 5 5  -230 -30 
5 8 . 7 1  10 �.71 5 . 3 6  23.4 -418 
68 . 3 2  1 3 . 04 5 . 48 1 28 - 1 1 3  
8 0 . 4 2  I S .  72 6 . 4 1  5 2 1 6  
Brazil ( Cruzeiro s )c 
800 100 1 8 1  -21 
1000 100 1 132 �202 
1200 200 1 ZI6 88 
1500 200 1 94 - 2 1 . 
2000 400 1 'J:7 7  60 
2 740 4 7 0  1 7 0  'J:.O 7 314 
4040 700 280 2'02 74 
6 5 5 0  1190 340 5 6  4 3 5  
11860 2 1 00 1160 1 2  2 0 2  
2 2910 3810 1 7 3 0  -].0"3 7 7  
3 6 430 5 4 1 0  3 2 5 0  ]24 - 3 3 3  
5 3 2 3 0  8 2 0 0  4 0 8 0  ll. 3 6  4 
70699 103 24 4 7 3 8  9 7  2 5 6  
98958 1 6 6 3 5  68 6 7  5,7 7  -29 
1 3 1883 21949 10144 8i6 5  -498 
aSymbo l s  in table are define d  at erut of appendix. 
bGNP
·
, GFC , and X are measured in biDlions of peso s ;  
P and G are measurec i n  millions of u. s .  d o l l a r s .  
cGNP , GFC , and X are measured i n  millions o f  cruzeiros; 
P and G are measured in mi l l ions � u . s .  do l l ar s .  
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APPENDIX C--Continu e d o  
Year GNP GFC X. p 
Ceylon (Rupees ) d 
1 9 5 6  5 3 2 9  8 1 5  1 9 6 3  -12 . 0  - 3 3 . 8  
19 5 7  5 5 5 5  858 1 8 75 -1 3 . 0  7 3 . 6  
1 958 5894 6943 1845 -22 . 6  7 2 . 8  
1 9 5 9  6 3 2 5  6995 2 0 1 6  -8 . 1  7 7 . 0  
1 9 6 0  6640 9 79 2 0 1 1  -3 . 8  54 . 6  
1 9 6 1  6648 · 9 5 9  1908 -2 . 5  29 . 8  
1 9 6 2  6960 1 0 2 2  1 9 6 6  -.. 2 3 0 . 9  
1 9 6 3  7180 1 0 7 2  1 9 0 3  - 5  .. 8 4 3 . 7 
1 964  78 1 7  1 1 24 1 9 3 8  -11 . 5  5 3 . 4  
1965 8 1 0 2  1 0 6 2  2 0 9 5  -5 . 5  - 1 . 6  
1966 8 3 3 1  1 1 7 5  1 8 6 5  -1 3 . 3  8 2 . 1  
1 9 6 7  90 02 1344 1849 - 2 . 1  6 5 0 8  
1968 1 0 5 9 6  1 5 6 0  2 1 6 5  -20 . 1  7 7 o 0  
1969 . 1 1 6 5 6  2 2 0 7  2 1 54 . 6  1 3 9 . 9  
1 9 70 1 2 718 2 3 6 0  2 2 3 7  -8 . 7 6 6 . 1  
Colombia ( Pesos ) e 
1 9 5 2  9 . 5 7  1 . 3 3  1 . 29 -58 8 
1 9 5 3  1 0  .. 6 5  1 . 79 1 . 68 -27 - 1 2  
1954 1 2 . 68 2 . 1 6  1 . 9 1  14 11 
1 9 5 5  1 3  ... 18 2 ,_.38 1 . 64 -23 . 143 
1 9 5 6  14 . 7 7 2 . 5 3  1 . 85 -14 2 6  
19 5 7  1 7 . 5 9  2 . 64 2 . 70 - 2 3 6  1 5 9  
1 9 5 8  2 0 . 29 3 o 34 3 . 89 -79 20 
1 959 2 3 . 34 3 . 9 1 4 . 0 7  34 -9"4: 
1960 2 6 0 4 5  4 . 8 5  4 . 1 6  88 -4 
1 961  3 0 . 0 3  5 . 58 3 •. 9 2  9 1 3 4  
1 9 6 2  3 3 .  70 6 . 14 . 4 . 1 5  86 89 . 
1'9 6 3  4 2 . 71 7 . 1 7  5 . 1 7  54 9 2  
1964 5 2 . 9 6  8 . 65 6 . 38 IOT 4 2  
1 9 6 5  5 9 . 9 0  9 . 5 0  6 .94 48 - 2 3  
1966 72 . 3 7  1 2 . 3 0  8 . 9 2  2or 89 
1 9 6 7  8 1 . 6 1  14 . 73 9 . 9 5  8 2  7 
1968 94 . 4 2  1 8 . 8 2  1 2 . 5 2  1 3 2  5 9  
1969 108 . 28 2 1 . 23 14.  68 9 2  1 2 1  
19 70 1 2 7 . 0 0  2 5 . 8 5  18 . 5 2  229 181 
dGNP, GFC , and X are measured i n  millions of rupe e s ;  
P and G are measured in millions of u . s .  dol lars o 
e GN�, GFC, and X are measured i n  b i l l ions of peso s ;  
p· and G are measured i n  mill ions of u . s .  do l lars . 
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Year 
1 9 5 2  
1 9 5 3  
1 9 5 4  
1 9 5 5  
1 9 5 6  
1 9 5  7 
1 9 5 8  
1 9 5 9  
1 9 6 0  
1 9 6 1  
1 9 6 2  
I9 6 3  
±964 
1965 
1 9 6 6  
1 9 6 7  
1968 
1 9 6 9  
1 9 70 
1 9 7 1  
1 9 6 0  
1 9 6 1  
1 9 6 2  
1 9 6 3  
1 9 6 4  
1 9 6 5  
1 9 6 6  
1 9 6 7  
1968 
1 9 6 9  
1 9 70 
1 9 7 1  
APPENDIX C--Continued. 
I GNP GFC x p G 
Costa Rica ( Colone s ) f 
1 5 6 9  2 9 7  4 5 1  - 3 .4 - 5 o 5  
I 7 6 1  3 18 5 0 2  - 7 . 8  - 2 . 5  
1 9 1 7  3 14 5 3 6  -14 . 4  3 . 0  
2 0 8 6  3 62 5 2 8  - 1 . 7  2 .. 3 
2 1 6 1  4 0 3  4 7 7  9 .0 1 0 . 4  
2 34 1  4 4 2  5 9 5  1 1 . 4  8 • .s 
2 4 1 0  4 5 5  6 4 6  6 . 8 2 . 1  
2 5 3 9  498 5 5 3  1 2 .3 1 3 . 5  
2 744 5 2 5  6 1 3  4 . r  1 6  .. 0 
2 8 9 4  5 2 6  6 1 7  3 . 7  1 6 . 0  
3 1 1 8  6 6 3  7 2 9  2 2 . 1  -. 3 
3 4 1 3  7 2 5  7 5 5  2 3 . 2  1 0 . 9  
3 5 3 3  6 6 0  8 8 7  1 9 . 9  1 2 . 7  
3 8 6 7  8 9 7  8 9 6  6 5 . 0  1 1 . 2  
4 14 9  8 6 3  1 0 7 2  4 1 . 2  1 1 . 3  
4 4 8 6  9 1 4  1I68 68 . 5  -9 . 5  
4 9 3 5  1 0 1 2  1445 5 2 . 7  - 7 . 0  
5 54 8  1 1: 5 5  1 5 5 2  7 7 . 1  -17. 0 
6 3 5 7  ! 3 9 0  1 8 4 2  5 9 . 5  2 0 . 5  
6808 1 6 3 4  1968 104.8 9 . 4  
Cyprus ( Cyprus Pounds ) g 
1 0 5 . 8  I 2 . 6  28 . 9  1 5 . 5  7 . 2  
1 1 4 . 9  1 2 . 6  3 0 . 0  2 8 . 0  -10 . 4  
1 2 1 . 6  1 4 . 0  3 3 . 7  2 3 � 7  . 9  
· r 2 7 . 0  1 4 . 4  3 5 . 7  3 1. 1  -4 . 7  
1 1 7 . 4  1 5 . 5  3 1 ·. 1  9 . 5  . 6  
144 . 1  1 7 . 5  44. 0 2 0 . s  - 1 1 . 7  
1 5 2 . l  1 7 . 3  5 1 . 1 2 3 . 5  - 1 5 . 9  
1 6 7 . 8  18 . 7  3 4 . 6  2 7  .3 , - 1 7 . 4  
182 . 6  2 0 . 9  6 5 . 6  6 3 . 2  - 5 2 . 9  
2 10 . 7  24. b 7 5 . 7  4 1 . 2  - 2 1 . 5  
2 1 6 . 4  2 5 . 8  8 1 . 2  5 9 . 1  - 2 3 . 7 
244 •. 4 2 9 . 9  9 3 . 3  8 1 . 0  -48 . 1  
fGNP, GFC, and X are measured i n  millions o f  Colone s ;  
P and G are measured in mil lions of u . s .  do l l ars . 
gGNP , GFC ,  and X are measured i n  mil lions of Cyprus pounds ; 
p· and G are measured in millions of U o S .  dollars . 
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Year GNP GFC :x:_ p G 
Ecuador ( Sucres ) h 
1 9 5 2  8 . 5 5 . B r  I . 7 1  -23 • .I. -9 o.6 
1 9 5 3  9 . 0 6  r.oo 1 . 72 -20.5 T.9 
1 9 5 4  1 0 . 1 7  1 .- 3 8  2 . 1 5  - 5 . l  5 .  Il 
1 9 5 5  1 0 . 74 1 . 54 2 . 0 7  -1 7 . 1  18 . 3  
1 9 5 6  1 0 . 90 1 . 5 6  2 . 10 11 . 2  I 3' .,5 
1 9 5 7  1 1 . 6 3 1 . 5 6  2 . 38 7 . 5  - 1 . 5  
1 9 5 8  1 2 . 0 5  1 • .52 2 . 3 1  I 3 . 2  - . 2  
1 9 5 9  1 2 . 6 2  1 . 7 3 2 . 45 7 . 2  - 2 . 3  
1 9 6 0  1 3 . 74 1 . 90 2 . 5 3  - . 2  2 0  .. 4 
1 9 6 1  1 4 . 62 2 . 0 5  2 . 5 2 1 . 3  2 7 . 6  
1962 1 5 . 6 7  1 . 9 6  3 . 08 8 . 4  1 2  • .r 
1 9 6 3  1 7 . 1 0  2 . 15 3 . 0 2  1 6 . 0  -4-.9 
1 9 64 1 8 . 9 3  2 . 34 3 . 2 5  2 3 . 5  7 . r  
1 9 6 5  . 2 0 . 2 2  2 . 4 1  3 . 6 2  fi. 7 2 2 . 7  
1 9 6 6  2 2 0 2 2  2 . 5 2 3 . 7 3  1 7  .. 2 5 ... 9 
1 9 6 7  2 4 . 4  7 2 . 9 7  4 . 04 3 7. 9  3 .,. T  
1 9 68 2 6 . 7 2  J •. 7 7  4 . 2 6  48 .s · 2 7. 4: 
1 9 69 3 0 . 1 1  4· •. 74 . 4 . 18 118 .8 1 9  .• 8 
1 9 70· 3 4 . 3 1  5 .4 5  5 .. 44 I08 . 7 2 9 . 8  
1 9 58 
1'9 5 9  
1960 
r96r 
1962 
19 6 3  
1'9 64 
r965 
l1966 
1:9 6 7  
1968 
r969 
]2970 
JJ9'7 1  
El Sa lvador ( Colone s ) i 
1 379. 1 6.6 3T8 -7.9 6 . 3  
r340 1 6 0  308 -9 . 2  8 . 3  
r4I3 204 289 15. 7 1 2 . 9  
1496 1'68 3 24 -2 . 6  5 . 3  
1'59 0  1 7 3  3 75· 8 . 6  -6 . 9  
1 68 r  2 0 2  4 1 0  24 . 5  - 7 . 2  
1 8 5 3  2 6 3  4 7 7  3 5 . 9  - 7 . 7  
1 9 7 5  2 9 6  5 2 9  16 . 0  9 . 9 
2 0 9 3  3 2 6  5 21' - 29 . 6  2 1 . 2  
2 198 3 2 3  5 6 7  28 . 0  7 . 3  
2 2 7 3  248 5 8 5  2 0 . 7  2 . 8  
2 3 6 2  2 74 5 5 6  20 . 3  13 . 0  
2 544 308 6 1 9  I5 . 5  T0 . 9  
2 6 5 6  344 6 2 7  3 2 . 2  1 0 . 3  
hGNP , GFC , and X are measured i n  billions o f  Sucre s ;  
� and G are measured in mi l l i o ns of u . s .  d o l lars . 
1GNP , GFC, and X are measured i n  millions of Colone s ;  
P and G are measured in mi l l ions of u . s .  d o l l ar s .  
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Year I . GNP GIT. · I 
x 
I G 
1 9 5 3  
1 9 5 4  
119 5 5  
1"9 5 6  
1957 
r958 
1 9 5 9  
1 9 6 ()  
1 9 6 1  
1 9 6 2  
19.6 3  
1 9 64 
1 9 6 5  
1 9 6 6  
1 9 6 7  
1 9 68 
1 9 6 9  
1 9 7 0  
1 9 71 
1 9 5 6 
1 9 5 7 
1 9 5 8  
1 9 5 9  
1 9 6 0  
1 9 6 1  
1 9 6 2  
1 9 6 3  
1 9 64 
1 9 6 5  
1 9 6 6  
1 9 6 7  
1 9 68 
1 9 69 
1 9 7 0  
1 9 7 1  
Guatemala ( Quetzales ) j 
728 60 104 - 1 2  •. 1 . 5  
7 74 6 0  108 -3.2 2 . 1  
806 80 1 1 3  9 . 1  -3 . 6  
896 1"34 r3 3 r3. 1 1 1 . 6  
9 3 3  1 5 0  129 14. 7 2 4 . 6  
9 6 7  1 3 6  1'22 7.4 4 2 . 6  
1 0 2 8  1 1 2  1 2 2  2 2 . 4  I 7  . 8  
1 0 3 3  1 0 2  1 3 2  1 5 . 1 1 0 . 5  
1064 109 1 2 9  9 . 3  1 3 . 9  
1 1 3 2  1 0 7  1 3 5 6 . 0  1 7 . 0  
1249 1 2 5" 180 1 1 . l  3 . 7 
1 2 7 7  1 5 9 1 9 5  47. 7' - 2 . 0  
13 1 5 . 1 74 2 2 4  3 3 . 9  8 . 2  
· 1 3 6 5  -1 6 7 2 63 1 1 . 6. 1 0 . 0  
1 4 2 5  192 2 3 6  5 1 .  2 2 0 . 1  
1'5 73 2 2 1  2 7 0  42 . 4  1 5 . 0  
1680 2 3 1  3 0 5  3 3 . 0  - 6 . 4  
1864 2 3 9  3 5 4  20 . 9  - 6 . 4  
2 0 0 1  265 349 67 .. 8 -6 . 3  
Honduras (Lempiras ) k 
6 4 1  84 1 5 7  2 -.  7 3 . 5  
68 7 9 4  1 3 9  £ . 6  7 . 1  
7 1 5  9 2  150 . s  8 . 8 
749 89 148 -4 . 3  6 ..,0 
7 74 9 6  1 3 6  8 . 4 5 . 3  
786 8 7  1 5 7 -8 •  3 7·. 8 
8 3 7  1 1 3  -1 74 -3 .. 6 . 6 . 3  
860 1 2 7  1 7 9  7 . 4  9 . 4 
9 1 1  1 3 1  2 0 2  12 . 5  4 •. 9 
1006 146 2 73 9 . 8 . 9  
1069 " 1 68 3 09 20 . 6 2 . 9  
1 144 198 3 3·5 28.4 4 . 9  
1 2 4 7  2 1 2  3 8 7  33 .0 7 . 9  
1 2 9 7  2 5 2  3 6 7  19· •. 8 18 . 1  
1 3 6 0  2 7 2  384 34 .. 7 3 5 . 7  
1444 2 7 1  405 5 .,8 2 6 . 2  
j GNP , GFC , and X are measured i n  millio�s of Quet z a le s ;  
P and G are measured i n  mill ions o·f U . S .  do l la r s .  
k GNP , GFC ,  and X are measured in mill.ions o f  Lempiras ; 
P and G are measured i n  mil lions of u . s .  do l l a r s .  
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Year 
1 9 5 2  
1 9 5 3  
1 9 5 4  
1 9 5 5  
1 9 5 6  
T 9 5 7  
1 9 5 8  
1 9 5 9  
1 9 6 0  
1'9 6 1  1 9 6 2  
1 9 6 3  
1964 
1 9 6 5  
1 9 6 6  
1 9 6 7  
·1968 
1 9 6 9  
1 9 7 0  
1 9 7 1  
1 9 5 4  
1 9 5 5  
1 9 5 6  
1 9 5 7  
1 9 5 8  
1 9 5 9  
1 9 6 0  
1 9 6 1  
1 9 6 2  
1 9 6 3  
1 9 64 
1 9 6 5  
1 9 6 6  
1 9 6 7  
1968 
1969 
1 9 7 0  
1 9 7 1  
APPENDIX C--Con t inued . 
GNP GFC x I p·· G 
Mexico ( Pesos J 1 
5 8 . 6  8 . 2  8 . 2  -5 5 2 6  
5 8 . 4  8 . 1  8 . 0  8 7  3 5  
7 1 . 5 1 0 . 1  1 1 . 5  -21 44 
8 7  . 3  1 2 . 6  14·. 7 76 - 2 3 0  
99 . 3  1 6 . 8  1 6 . 0  210 -96 
1 14 . 2  1 9 . 1  1 5 . 2  265 3 1  
1 2 7 . 2  18 . 9  1 5 . 3  136 1 2 9  
136 . 2  19 . 6  1 5 . 9  211 - S U  
15 4 . 1  23 . 2  1 6  .. 6 35.4 -21 
163 . 8  2 4 . 1  1 7  .. 8 228 0 
1 7 7  • .s 24 . 8  1 9 . 4  HlO -13 
1 9 2 . 2  28 . 0  20 ... 9 252· - 5 1  
2 24 . 6  . 3 6 . 6  2 2 . 5  43
.3 -41 
. 244 . 7 39 . 0  24 . 7  3] 5.- 8 3  
2 74 . 5  4 5 . 5  2 6 . 9  3]I 80 
3 04 . 3  5 2 . 9  2 7  •. o fAJ:S 3 0  
3 3 2 . 8  65 . 7 2 8 . 3  73;4 .. 2 3  
3 74 . 9  7 2 . 8  . 3 2 . 7  47.·1 1 3 8  
418 . 7  8 2 . 2  3 3 . 9  8&7 190 
4 5 5 . 4  84 . 6  3 6 . 6  106.l -148 
Nicaragua (Cordobas )m 
2 0 18 3 7 7  3 9 1  - 1  ... 0· 7 . 7  
2 1 3 9  3 7 6  5 3 4  -6 .. .4 . 6  
2 1 73 348 4 75  .. 3.· 8 . 8  
2 3 8 3  346 5 5 0  11.2· - . 3  
2 3 7 7  3 3 4  5 9 6  7., 7 5 . 7  
2 4 2 1  3 5 8  7 2 1  - 2  ... 6 - 2 . 0  
2 6 2 6  3 3 0  5 3 6  5'10 7 s . 6  
2 8 2 3  3 4 5  5 74 .. 8' 6 . 4  
3 1 04 . 45 8 717 1 2  .. <t . 9  
3 3 11 5 1 3  8 6 7  2 7..,1 1 3 ,; l  
3848 6 6 1  1 0 1 6  2 0  ... 0: - 5 . 4  
4 2 10 7 5 5  1 1 7 7  4 �  ... 7 -14 . 0  
4 3 9 5  891 1 1 6 7  3 3..,5 1 1 . 9  
4 7 3 1  8 7 0  1 244 4 5..,9 2 4 . 1  
5 3 5 3  8 74 1 3 1 7  3 .B.,J; 1 3 . 0  
5 6 5 1  1 0 1 4  1 2 9 5  2!B.6 1 4 . 2  
6098 1 0 2 6  1 4 6 5  36.,9 8 . 4  
6 6 0 6  1 0 8 3  1 5 3 1  3 '!7 ... 7 10 ... 8 
1GNP , GFC , and X are measured i n  b iil ions of peso s ;  
P' and G are measured· i n  m i l l ions off: U .,  S .  do l lars . 
mGNP , GFC ,  and X are measured in miil ions of Cordobas ; 
P and G are measured i n  millions ou u . s .  dollar s .  
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Year GNP GFC x I p G 
Panama (Balboas ln 
1 9 S S  3 1 3 . 7  3 3 . 4  l l S . 9  2 . 1  - 1 . 1  
1 9 S 6  3 26 . 7  4 7 . 2  1 1 5 . 4  1 5 . 7 1 1 . S  
1 9 S 7  3 61 . 7  S S . 9  lr9 . 5  1 1 . 0  9 . 2  
1 9 S 8  3 70 � 6  5 2 . l  109 . 0  1 8 . 9  2 0 . 9  
1 9 S 9  3 8 9 � 7  S4 . 2  1 18 . 2  16. 7 9 . 2  
1960 . 4 0 1 . 9  6 1 . 4  1 2 7 . 3  11.8 I4 . l 
1 9 6 1  4 5 3 . 2  80-.4 1 4 6 . 3  9 . 4  7 . 0  
1962 4 9 5 . 6  8 5 . 4  1 79 . S  9. 7 1 0 . 8  
1 9 6 3  S S 0 . 8  9 6 . 6  1 9 7 . 0  1 . 9  29 . 1  
1964 S 9 5 . 4  8 7 . 8  2 1 0 . 8  -7.9 5 . 7  
1 9 6 5  644 . 1  100 . 1  240 . 2  14 . 9  1 3 . 4  
1 9 6 6  7 0 2 . 7  142 . 1  2 68 . 2  2 1. S  1 2 . 9  
1 9 6 7  7 78 . 0  l S 2 . 7  3 01'. 7 3 . S  1 1 . 1  
1 9 68 8 3 6 . 2  1 7 3 . 5  3 3·0 . 0 3 . 5  6 . 5  
1969 9 20 . 1  2 00 . 7  3 6 2 . 9  -16. 5 4 0 . 6  
1 9 70 1 0 1 9 . 4  2 S S  .. 6 3 9 0 . 1  -38. 3 4 0 . 2  
1 9 7 1  1 1 60 . 0  3 0 1 . 3  4 1 9 . 9  -6. 2 4 1 . 9  
Peru ( So le s ) 0 
1 9 5 2  2 r . 1 0  4 . 40 4 . 20 2 T  9 
1"95 3  2 2 . 70 5 . 30 4 . 3 0  24 2 7  
1 9 54- 2 6 . 3 0  4 . S O  S . 4 0  4 -s · 
1 9 S S  
r9 s 6  
r9 5 7  
1'9 S 8  
1 9 S 9  
1960 
1961 
r962 
r�J63 
]964 
1 9 6 5  
1 9 66 
1 9 6 7  
1 9 68 
1969 
28 . 9 0  s . s o 6 . 0 0 -8 1 7  
3 2 . 4 0  7 . 70 6 . 8 0  ffl'3 1 6  
JS .5 0' 8 . 9 0  7 . 1 0 S6 62 
3 9 . S O  9 . 2 0 7 . 8 0  �5 2 2  
4 6  •. 3 0  8 . 4 0  10 . i O 712 - 3 4  
S S . SO 9 . 5 0 1 3 . S O  3SG - 3 8  
6 2 . 3 0  1 2 . 3 0  1 5 . 3 0 5>7. -41 
7 1 . 70 l S . 10 1 6 . 70 <iI s 
7 8 .  70 1 5 . 10 1 6 . 8 0  l©'S - 1 2  
9 S . OO 1 5 . 40 2 0 . 5 0  0 - 5  
1 1 3 . 00 1 9 . 2 0  2 0 . 60 1&3. 8 1  
1 3 4 . 00 2 2 . 60 24 . 2 0 l] l 142 
1 S 2 . 8 0  2 3 . 4 0  2 7 . 4 0  13�9 180 
1� 1 . 3 0  24 . 1 0 38 . 20 -15 1 1 6  
198 . 3 0  2 5 . 4 0  4 0 . 40 -Ji6 44 
nGNP, GFC , and X are meRsured i n  millio�s of BRlboas ; 
F and G are measured i n  millions or U. S .  dollars.  
0GNP , GFC , and X are measured i n  biilions of Sole s ;  
P and G are measured in mi l lions of U. S .  d o l l ars . 
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Year GNF GFC x .  p G 
Uruguay ( Pe s o s ) P  
1 9 5 6  5 . 1 5  . 6 9  • . 5 3  I2 . 0  - r 7 � 8  
1 9 5 7  6 . 1 0  . 9 6  . s o  25 . 3 6 3 . 7  
1 9 5 8  6 . 60 • 71 . 7 7  -22 . 4  5 . 6  
T959 8 .84" 1 . 01 . 9 6  4 .. 5 4 5 . 2  
19 60" 1 3 . 5 4 2 . 00 2 . 00 3 2 . 3  4·2 . 9 
I961 1 7  •. 2 3  2 . 7 7 2 . 4"7 59 •. 5 - 3 6 . 8  
1 9 6 2  rs . 7 I  2 . 94 z. r9 -5.9 7 7 . 4  
1 9 6-3 ' 2 2 . 1 7  2 .88 2 . 8 J  -2 •. 4 6 . 5  
1964 3 2 . 2 6  3 . 39 3 .9 3  -13 . 3  r9 .. 6 
1 9 6 5  5 T . 8 6  5 • . 5 5  9 . 5 0 -27.6 _4·1 . 2 
1 9 6 6  9 8 . 2 2  10·. 5 5 1 5 . 6 7 -I2o..,9 7 7 . 3  
1 9 6 7  r.64 .• 4T 2 1 . 3 0  2 3 . 1 0  11 .. 9 4 . 3  
1968 360 . 4 5  ' 3 3 . 2 0  5 4 . 9 0  -2�.9 -11 . 4  
1 9 69 4 9 2 . 5 0  5 0' .. ro� 64 . 9 0  -2 .S - 7 .  2 
1 9 70 5 9 6 . 2 0  64 . 0 0 7 2 . 4 0  1:0:.7 44 . 2  
Venezue l a  C Bo l i  vares Ill 
1 9 5 2  1 2 . 5 3  4 . 01 4 . 5 1 -440 -66 
1 9 5 3  1 3 . 3 5  4 . 28 4 .  71 -438 -45 
1 9 5 4  14 . 77 4 . 9 9 s . 2 0 -5'05 -5 
1 9 5 5  1 5 . 99 4 � 41 s . 9 r -5!9;2 -50 
1 9 5 6  1 7 . 93 s . 10 6 . 9 r  .ien -164 
1 9 5 7  2 0 . 60 5 . 9 5 8 . 5 2  :Ji]G - 1 1  
1 9 5 8  2 2 . 49 s •. 9 6  7 . 8 3  ....$-1 1 2 7  
1 9 5 9  2 3 . 6 7  6 . 06 7 . 8 0  26 S I  
1 9 6 0  2 3 . 5 7  4 .. 8 0  8 . 2 7  �I 1 5 9  
1 9 6 1  2 4 . 68 4 . 29 9 . 0 7 -'5>0)3 - 5 2  
1 9 6 2  26 .. 8 0  4 . 64 . 1 0 .  20 -3� 7 - 9 5  
1 9 63 ·2 9 . 3 3  s . oo 1 0 . 9 2  -2a0 - 2 75 
1964 3 2 . 4 1  6 . 2 7  11". 38 -11.'7,Q - 1 0 7  
1 9 6 5  3 4 . 4 3  6 . 9 7  1 1 . 65 -li8'1 78 
1 9 6 6  3 6- . 1 2  7 . 4 3  1 1 . 28 -�GW 9 3  
1 9 6 7  38 . 3 5  7 � 9 3  1 1 . 98 -].9''5 -49 
1968 38 . 78 1 0 . 1 7  1 2 . 2 5  ] Q 5  -49 
1 9 6 9  4 0 . 5 4  1 0 . 71 r2 . 2 0  2 7  8 9  
1 9 7 0  ' 4 4 . 1 5  1 0 . 6 7  12 . 76 -60 - 1 7 6  
1 9 7 1  4 9 . 15 1 2 . 3 3  14 . 9 2  ] 5 3  - 2 2 1  
PGNP", GFC , and X are measured i n  bi llions o f  peso s ;  
P and G are measured i n  mi llions of B . S .  d o l l ar s . 
qGNP , GFC , und X are measured i n  bi�lions of Bolivare s ;  
p· and G are measured i n  mi l l ions oi U . S .  dol lar s .  
Sym�ols i n  the above table are as iollows : GNP=gross 
national product , GFC=gross fixed c�pit�� formation , X=export s ,  
P=private c apital i n f l o w ,  and G=public capital inflow. 
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RELATIVE IMPORTANCE OF EXPORTS AND IMPORTS TO DOMESTIC 
ECONOMIES AND WORLD MARKETS OF SELECTED C OUNTRIES 
( 1 9 70 )' 
Country 
Argentina· 
Brazil 
Ceylon 
Colombia 
Costa Rica 
Cyprus 
Ecuador 
E l  Salvador 
Guatemala 
Honduras 
Mexico 
Nicaragua 
Panama 
Peru 
Uruguay 
Venezue la 
Exports 
as % of 
GDP 
7 . 0  
6 . 1  
l S-.8 
8 . 7  
2 4 . 4  
2 0 . 8  
1 5 . 9  
2 2·.4 
1 5 . 7  
24 .• 4 
4 . 2  
2·0 . 1  
1 0 . 6  
1 6  •. 6 
1 2 . 1  
2 5  •. 0 
Imports 
as % of 
GDP 
6 . '9 
7 . 4  
18 . 0  
1 1 . 9  
3 3 . 5  
4 5  •. 7 
1'6 . 8  
2 0 . 9  
1 4 . 9  
3 1 . 5  
7 . 3  
2 2 . 8  
3 4 . r  
1 2 . 2  
14-. 2 
1 7 . 9  
Exports as 
% of world 
exports 
. 63 
. 9 8  
. r2 
• 26 
. OB 
. 04 
. OB 
.OB 
. 11 
. o·6 
. so 
· . 06 
. 04 
. J 7  
• 08 
• 95 
Imports as 
% of world 
imports 
. 58 
. 9 7  
. 1 3  
. 2 9  
. 1 1  
. 0 8  
. 08 
. 0 7  
. 1 0  
. 0 7  
.84 
. 0 7  
. 1 2  
. 2 0  
. 08 
. 68 
s·ource : International Monetary Fund , International 
Financial Statistics 1 9 7 0/71 Supplement 
( London : IMF Publication s ,  1 9 71 ) ,  pp. xxxii-xxx. 
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